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Preface 
Th i s i s a s t udy of the hi s t ory of Li t tlet on, Mass a-
chus et ts fro~ 1 630 t o 19 50 ~ I t i s intended f or us e in the 
j unio r h i gh s chool of th2t co:rmnuni t y, prefer r.:bly in the 
seventh gr a de . 
The curr i culum of ev ery s chool includes histor y c ourses 
vihich lJrove to b e int er es ting t o some of t h e )U::;Ji l s End a. 
vreBTl some t a sk f or others . Ree;2 rdless of t he c e s ires of 
the }Upi l , h e is r equired t o study the h i s to r y of his 
ne,tion. In a. l l, e:, s tudent in our public school s enc oun t ers 
this h i s tory a t least thre e tiMes , once in the f i fth grade , 
a t a l i t t le .i gher leve l in gr a des seven and e ight , and 
once aeRi n i n hi gh s ch ool in orde r t o. f~lfill the requi r e-
ments of t h e St C-te of ];!assP,chusetts. Therefore , t he 
di s inte rested )U~')i l is r eq1_i re d t o be bored t hre e times b y 
the s ame subjects . 
I t i s with these pu~il s i n mind t hr t t h is l ocal history 
has been wri tten vrhich, it is hoped, "'vi ll arouse an interest 
in history itself, create a. pride in the community and 
serve as an a id to illustrate t he history of our na tion. 
-1 ... 
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To the disinterested pupil history is something thGt 
appears within the covers of a book or in the dus t y manu-
s cr ipts t the librar y , and ·has no imoortant sign'ficance 
other than the fact the,t he 1~ ust r eceive 2L _pass ing · grade. 
He vlaces no v e,l ue on the l essons v;hich C Gj~ be lc:.c::.rned f m~1 
his study, e>r tl1e fc.ct thHt hi.s f o:cefc. thers li1re . u.nder t"!1e 
conditio. s described. He has an indi ff~rent at ti tude 
to~ard this subject, because it has no direct connection 
with him or his IJresen t environrnentw 'L'herefore, the vwrds 
of t~e textbook are merely words to be reEd and noth inc more. 
1'-,J)out t he turn of the centur;;r, c;,uthoritie s in t }:e field 
of so cic:ol studies b ee;an to advocate the use of the commu-
nity resources in t he teac_ ing of history .nd the other 
subject s L1 t he:i.r fie l d. B::l the use of the e resources it 
was felt that history could be nade ~ore vivid and alive, 
for the loca l resources wou d brine the history into t t e 
scoye of the student ' s own experience s. A leade r in J.. 1 • vd J. S 
schoo l of thought was Henry J ohnson who consistently 
emphasizes the fact thct, 11 ..... anf instruction in the socia.l 
sciences is i ntel li e;i le only to the extent to vrhich it is 
!I 
rought within the irect experiences of pupils." 
Johnson states tha.t, " ...... the fundamental conditi on of 
making history effective in the classroom is to invest the 
i/Henry Johnson, Tes.ching of History, The Macmillan Company, 
Boston, 1940, p. xii. 
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past with an c::.ir o . ea.li t B 2nd goes on to say the: 
'' •••• the most effe ctive a~;e~l to the se nse of re~lit is, y 
of c ourse, throu ·.-}1 re~ li t~r i t::: elf. 11 He furt' 1er st';, te3 that: 
" ny l o c~l past )roperly realize not on l y contri butes i n a 
c;enerc?.l n::r to a fee line of r e z~ i tJ i n de .li n_, ·d . t the 
l arge r ast, b ut sup,J l iP.s s ... Jecifi c ele . ent;:. f or re con-
structing the la.r£Ser J)ast." 
LL I 
.:;:,;.; 
Y 
'.lesley reco!11...mend3 t 1e use o· community r e sources by 
stc:.ting : 
"The v er nature of t1e so ci c- 1 s t udie s r'1al:e it 
~11 OSt inevi ta le t:1c-. t tr:: ;: ,c jlers uti ize t~1e (;TOU)S, 
insti tuticns a. areas whic:1 ~ re close c..t han • Thus 
a:"~rai la i li ty, sui tabi li ty e: local .1; r i de c ombine to 
se cure a recogni zed pl8ce in the curriculum fo locr.l 
a n st te rnateri-ls. Naturally the i ntroduct ion of 
t1ese ty· e s of M~tertal~ i ncreases the de ~ree of 
v ar i at ion whe n viewed fro . t e national stan p o int. 
ince , howev er, many of these materi~ls in one city 
or sta.te hav e _para.lle ls i n others, t 1ey rt'J.ay be · e t;Erded 
as follo .ing nc:.tion 1 .l.Jc..ttern s ;hi ch vary l ar ,.:,e l· in 
local details. In other l~rds, t1e loc a l f or.ul 
follo 1s the nat i onal patter 1.H 
Ol s e n in t book School and Community staten, "mhe 
class wil l better unde rst<.nd i ts own background and t ake a 
gre ter :p ride i n its a c ievements if it un erstc;.nds ho· ·~ the 
i!O Pv cit., p. 1 63 . 
Y,l o c cit. 
~Ibi d. , p. 164. 
i/ d~ar Bru ce Yle s ley, Te & ching Soc i c. l Studies in :Jler'1enta.ry 
Schools, D. C. :Hec;.th ~"n c'l Corrpany, Bosto _, 1946, p. 28. 
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social, politi cal a.nd eco nomi c conn i tions of the co:rnrnuni ty 
11 hHve developed." 
The Department of Educa,tion of the Sta.te of Uas s &chus etts 
adv ocates the use of community resources in a pa.mph l et :v 
pu lished i n 1950. It states that: 
" •••• the analysis of ev ery course shoul reveal 
learning exyeriences which :make full us e of coPLmunity 
resources as an essential phase of helping pupils le&rn 
hmY to make the mast of t hei r environment. Textboo 
cour ses and the us e of audio -v isual t eaching aids 
aloof fr om community life 8,re not enoug __ 11 
It i s with these f a cts in mind ths t this his t ory has 
been wr i t ten. The wri ter doe s not feel that a cour se i n 
l oca l history alone has any real value, but f eels thRt 
through such a pre sent at i on a gr ee:.te r realizati on of the 
h istory of the United Ste, te s may be obta.ine d. y 
Johnson says : 
"In every community there should be , not merely 
such casual use of t he l oca l past and present as may 
happen to occur to the te a che r, bu t a systematic se~r ch 
of local resour ce s f or points fr om y;h:i. ch the pupil rna.y 
begin his journeys to the pa t and to ·which he may 
return .. " 
i/Edward G. Olsen , School and Co:m_muni ty, Pr entice Hall Inc., 
Ie~ York, 194 5 , Po 87. 
gjDepartment of Educat ion, Th e Evaluation of Secondc;,ry 
Education in M s sachusetts , Bulletin , Boston, 1950, p. 13 • 
.9./Henr J ohnson , o:p. c i tw, p .. 164. 
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Peterson points out that, ~The use o~ loc2l history 
as a point of departure f or the study of various phases 6f 
l,.mericc.n history has b een too little appreciated by teachers 
of the social studies." It is intended tha.t ' this history 
be used for this point of departure and return. The writer 
f eels that at almost any point in the history a student may 
leave in order to achieve a better understanding of the 
entire problem anc then return to the local hi.story until he 
fi nds c;mother point of departure .. 
The summaries of t he hi story of the United States are 
placed at the beginning of each chap ter i n order to con-
stantly remind both the teache r and the pupi l of the true 
puryose of this history. Thi s move is in kee)ine with 
Wes ley who says, " .... v the fir st s te}.J in studying a. com..mu-
nity is to know the total culture of the country and stete." 
y 
It is realized thet these summaries are quite va,aue in 
reg-rd to the his t or y of the n?.,tion a,s a who le , but it is 
the intent of the wr iter that they be used only as a review 
before one enters upon a specific phase of the loc al history 
and to correlate the history of the community with that of 
the ne,tion in some sma.l l manner. 
i/Vlill i~..m J .. Peterson, "T1e Use of Lo cal History a s a Tool · 
i n Studying .Ameri can History" in Ruth West (edi t or ), 
Uti l i zation of C o~munity Resources in the Soci a l Studies, 
Ninth Yearb ook of t he National Council f or Social Studi es, 
Washington, D. c., 1938, p. 101. 
g/Edga.r Bruce ''fesley. O.Qe cit., p. 2 64. 
The community involved i n this s t udj is a ty.J.)i cal lew 
j'J;ngland town approxim<"te ly thirty-five miles fro m Boston . 
From outward ap)earance, a s tudent would not t;,t tem:tJt to 
connec t t he h istory of this t own with that of h i s nat ion. 
Wi th the excepti on of Herbert J .. Harwood, who wrote a very 
co.nprehensive history i n the l e.te 1880 ' s, no r esident has 
a t tempted to a ccumulate the facts and &.rrane;e them in a.ny 
t yp e of mcmus cript. 
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The writer dis covered, as he dealt with the hi story of 
t his community, that it vre.s rich i n material for a local 
history. Few students of t he s chool realize that their 
town has lived so much of the history w'hich t hey e.re studyinge 
Therefore , in order to supj_)ly the classes wi th ava ilable 
material, this history has been compiled. 
At the end of each chap ter is found a li st of suggested 
acti viti es wh ich, it is hoped; vii 11 hel ;> to rr1ake the v;or -c 
mo r e meaningful to the students Since it is realized thet 
i ndividual differences occur , only those with appeal should 
be carried out. It is al so i ntended that the pupil be 
allowed to choose a ctivitie s other than those mentioned. 
Therefore, the concl uding a c tivity merely suggests t his and 
re com~::lend.s thc-.t the te ac:'ler' s approval be obt~dned .. 
CH.APTER I 
HISTORY OF U.ASHOBA 1630 ... 1676 
Overview ""! Old World Background 
As the fifteenth century dr ew to a close, the Old 
·vvorld found itself embarked upon an age of discovery. 
The keen interest aroused in Europe in rege.rd to trade 
with the East had made this age possible. 
It is true that Columbus, in his search for a 
westward route to the East, made the startling discovery 
that his world possessed a new land which he claimed in 
t he nrune of his queen, but we can say with considerable 
justification that, had Columbus failed to find this new 
land, some other adventurer of the seas would have dis-
covered it within the next fifty years . The voy ges 
of Diaz, Vasco da Gama, and Magellan not only give us a 
clear picture of their era, but they show us that the 
vast territory of the A~erican continent could not have 
been ignored for any great leng~h of time. 
After any such discovery, we have the invasion of 
adventurers who are seeking glory and gold. This type 
of invasion of the 1'-Tew World can be exemplified by the 
study of the adventures of Cortes and Pizarro i n the 
-7 e 
sixteenth century. 
The other nations of the world were anxious to share 
the wealth of the new land. They, too, sent their 
explorers to claim their share of the New World. By the 
end of the sixteenth century, France and Engl:a.r:td had 
claimed a part of the northern portion of the New World, 
while Spain was content to rule the central and southern 
parts. Of the great sea powers of the period, only Port-
ugal, which was busy with its prosperous trade routes to 
the East, failed to make extensive claims in the western 
hemispherew 
After the age of initial discovery and adventure had 
passed, the territory was then opened for settlement. The 
early adventurer usually brought back to the people of his 
country sufficient information to arouse interest in some 
of the discontented groups. 
This situation prevailed in the history of the United 
States. The continent of which the United States is a part 
was discovered in 1492. Soon it was invaded by adventurers 
seeking wealth, but by 160? parts of this New \Vorld were 
being regarded as places for permanent settlement. In 
1620, we have the landing of the Pilgrims at Plymout~, and 
within the decade, we find the settlement of the Massa-
chusetts Bay Colony in the area that is known today as 
Boston. 
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America 1620 
Let us take an imaeinary trip to America at the time 
of t he landing of the Pilgrims. The land was inhabited by 
man, the American Indian, but he was not like the white 
man of the period. The Indian was a child of nature who 
had neither the edueation nor the technical knowledge of 
the whites. He needed the animals of the extensive wood-
lands to provide his food and clothing, and practiced 
little agriculture other than planting corn in the clear-
ings. There were no roads, towns, farms, shops, schools 
nor churches, Therefore, the Indian looked upon the ways 
of the invading whites with amazement. 
The white man, with his concept of towns, roads and 
extensive farmlands, began to push the Indian further and 
further back into the country and destroy his natural 
9 
source of supplies, the woodlands. It was, therefore, 
natural for the Indian to resent the presence of the whites, 
and f or some of them to uprise against these invaders. 
Sometimes it was a great Indian leader such as King Philip 
who sought to drive out the settlers, and at other times 
it was the work of whites who desired to keep the New World 
for the profits obtained in furs, who incited the Indian 
uprisings. From 1620 to the early 1700's the settlers of 
New England lived in constant fear of Indian raids. Even 
those Indians friendly to the settlers were distrusted, and 
many times the settlers treated these friendly Indians 
unjustly. 
10 
Gradually, however, the settlers overcome the Indians 
as they had the other obstacles in their fight for settle-
ments. They then proceeded to push .the frontier and the 
Indian back, until today the American frontier is ·extinct 
and the American Indian a minority. 
Early History of this Area 
Settlement of Concord.-- The early settlers of the 
New World found the religious freedom which they had been 
seeking; therefore, with the increased persecution of the 
Puritans in England, it was natural for the tide of immi-
gration to increase rapidly. This increased population 
forced the people to move inland, or up and down the New 
England coast. Watertown, Salem, Malden, Roxbury and 
Concord were soon to become self-govefning towns. 
Concord was the first inland town to be settled in 
Massachusetts. The land was purchased in 1625 by a group 
of settlers headed by Simon Willard, John Jones and Peter 
Bulkeley. ~ne Indians lead by Tahattawan, Squaw Sachem 
and Nimrod received payment in wampum, beads, blankets, 
hoes, knives and cloth. 
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Tahattawan, the Indian chief who signed the deed 
to the land in the Concored purchase, ·made his residence 
in an area not far from Concor4. This place was called 
Nashoba. Later it was to be given the white man's name 
of Littleton. 
Topography of Nashoba.-- Na!5hoba was a hilly upland 
area nearly 300 feet above sea level and 200 feet above 
the Merrimac River. It had valleys alternating wi t h each 
11 
other in agreeable succession. Its so i l was very r i ch and 
is considered today to be good agricultural soil. Six high 
ground lakes and ponds are either wholly or partly within 
the limits of this area. 
The forests surrounding Nashoba contained hardwoods 
such as maple, oak, beech, birch and chestnut, and also 
evergreen softwood trees such as pine, spruce and hemlock. 
In these woods lived such animals as rabbits, squirrels, 
deer, raccoons, foxes, beavers and wolves. The Indian 
hunted and trapped t he animals for their ment, skins, and 
furs. 
The forests aided the early settlers of Littleton by 
supplying them with lumber with which they built and 
furnished their homes and also provided them with fuel for 
cooking and heating. The wood was also fashioned into 
l/Known as Tahattawarre, Ta.hattawants, Attawan, Attawance, 
.Ahatawance and Nattahattawants. Tahattawan Road in 
Littleton. 
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working tools and other equipment. However, these forests 
were also very useful to Indians bent on raiding the 
settlements of the area. 
The New England Indians.e- There were many kinds of 
Indians just as there are many kinds of white men. Some 
Indians were good and some were bad, some were energetic 
and some were lazy, some were warriors and some were 
artists. There was very little crime among them before 
the white man came. It was not necessary to have locks 
and keys to guard against thieves, and, a.s a rule, the 
laws of the tribe were carefully obeyed. The greatest 
punishment an Indian could receive w.as to lose his citizene 
11 
ship and be banished from his tribe. Indians rarely forgot 
to repay favor:s from friends or injuries from enemies. As 
a rule the women and children were well treated. In many 
cases the women held a higher place in their families than 
white women did in some countries of Europe. 
Their skin was a dark brown or copper color. The 
braves had no beards, because they were in the habit of 
pulling ;the hairs from their !aces by the reots. In the 
presence of the settlers, the Indians were generally stern, 
serious and proud, but in the wigwam or by the campfire, 
they were usually cheerful and sociable. The Indians were 
generally kind to women and children and rarely harmed them 
1/For an excellent account of Indian character, habits and 
beliefs, see Clara Endicott Sears, The Great Powwow, 
Houghton Mifflin Company, Boston, 1934 p. 20-?4. 
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even during a raid. 
The Indian's wigwam was a. very crude gffa.ir consisting 
of a framework of branches that we re stuck into the ground 
and covered '<Vi tll bark or skin. Fires were built in the 
cen ter of the di~t floor, with the smoke escaping t1rough 
a n opening in the t op of the wigwa1'TI,. The I ndian made h is 
fire by rapidly rubbing two sticks together . The friction 
produced a fle,me ths .. t was imJ11ediately brought into contc..ct 
with dry leaves and pieces of wood. Soon they had a good 
fire~ Two low openings were left on O)posite sides of the 
vligwam for doors. i3ince there was no furniture in the 
wigwam, the entire belongings of e. family could be ca,rried 
in a canoe or along the trail easily. The Indian was fre-
quently on the move and travelled, whenever he .could, by 
water .. 
Their weapons were made of stone and wood, while their 
tools were usually made from clam she lls or the bones of 
animals and wo od, fastened together with sinews a nd thongs 
. . 11 
made from the skins of animals. The I ndian cooked his meat 
by roasting it over an open fire, or by boiling it in a 
crude clay pot. The English settlers lee,rned to copy many 
of the Indian ways. They le arned to Eix corn and beans to 
make a delicious I rid ian dish called succotash, .to preserve 
l/Cl-ara Endicott Sears , o;p. cit., p .. 29. 
their food Indian fashion, and to fertilize their fields 
with fish when necessary. 
Toward the middle of the seventeenth century, a 
Puritan minister, John Eliot, sought to 6hristianize the 
Indians of Massachusetts and thus better their waye of 
living. 
John Eliot.-~ Eliot was born in 1604 in Nasing, y 
Essex County, England. Hie parents were very p_ious and 
religious in their character and habits. He was educated 
14 
at the University of Cambridge where he excelled in 
philology which later fitted him for his labors in connec• -
tion with the language of the Indians. On leaving college 
he became a teacher in a school established by Thomas 
Hooker, one of the founders of the city of Hartford, 
Connecticut. Eliot desired to become a minister, but since 
there was no place for Puritan ministers at that time in 
England, he came to the New World, landing at Boston in 
1631. He preached at the First Church in Boston while 
their settled minister, a. :Mr. Wilson, was still in England. 
When Mr. Wilson came to America, Eliot was asked to remain 
as his assistant. He had, however, promised some friends 
. in England that he would serve as their minister when they 
came to this country. In 1632 they arrived and settled in 
I/Littleton Historical Socie ty, Proceedings of the Littl eton 
Historical Society, Vol. I, Turner Press, Ayer, 1896, P• 29 . 
Roxbury where lillr. Eliot became the minister of the First 
Church. 
John Eliot prepared for his work among the Indians 
for several yea.rs prior to 1649. In the early stages of 
his work he financed himself, but as time went on, the 
merits of his work were realized, and he received funds 
from other sources. About 1649 Parliament authorized the 
soliciting of funds for .the furtherance of the work of 
Christianizing the Indians. 
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Due to his efforts he became known as "Apostle Eliot." 
He translated th~ Lord's Prayer, the Old Testament (pub-
lished in 1632) and the New Testament (1661) into Indian 
.v language. Eliot travelled from what is now Haverhill to 
Lancaster, out to what is now known as Brookfield and along 
Cape Cod preaching to the Indians and settling Indian tm\'11S. 
He later became known as the greatest Puritan missionary to 
the Indians. 
Apostle Eliot, in order to teach his converts to 
cultivate the soil a,nd .bec01ne industrious, encouraged them 
to make brooms, baskets, etc. which the white set t lers would 
.,.urchase. He also encouraged t h em to establish rules of 
government and "behavior. Some of the rules passed and up-
held by the Indians dealt with moral points: forbidding 
drunkenness, lying and promoting peaceful living. Others 
1/Eittleton Historical Society, ou . cit., P• 32. 
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were designed to promote neatnes s , order and mutual respect 
in their daily conduct* 
Elio tadv ised t he Indians to live in towns apart from 
the white people e,nd obtained from the Iv~assachuset ts General 
Court a gran t of territory at Natick where his "Praying 
I ndi ans" founde ' t heir first town in 1651 .. On Nf.ay 4th, 1654, 
Eliot petitioned the General Court for several locations for 
his Indian towns ; among these was Nashoba. On May 14th the 
1/ 
General Court granted t he following petition: 
"In ans to the peticon of Mr. Jns. Eliot on 
behalf o4" the severall Indians, the Court graunts 
his request, viz: liberty of the inhabitants of 
1ifashop and to t he inhabitants of Ogkoontiquaonkames 
(Marlborough) and also the inhabitants of 
Hasnemesuchoth (Grafton) to erect severall Indjan 
townes in places · ropounded·, wth convej ent acomodacon 
to each, provided they prjudice not any former 
graunts; nor shall they dispose of it wth out leave 
first hand and obtajaned .from this Court*" 
John Eliot and the Nashoba Indians.-~ In 1646 John 
Eliot began to preach to the Indians of the Boston area, 
hopi ng to convert them to Christianity. He began his work 
on the outskirts of Boston, preaching one~ a week at a spot y 
near the Watertown mill . Eliot ' s first convert was Vlaban, 
sachem of l~atick. Waban was married to Tassa.nsquaw, the 
eldest daughter of old Tahattawan.. Because of this relation-
ship, Tahattawan heard John Eliot preach. 
1/Herbert J. Harwood, An Historical Sketch of Littleton, 
Published by the author, Littleton, 1890, p. 2 . 
£/Littleton Historical Society, Proceedings of the Littleton 
Historical Society, Vol. I, Turner Press, Ayer, 1896, p. 30. 
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Tahattawan was not immediately impressed by the teach-
ings of Eliot, but was interested in discarding the wild 
life of his ancestors and desired to imitate the ways of the 
new settlers. He was, therefore, eventually won over by 
Eliot to the doctrines of Christianity. 
Although some of the members of the tribe could not see 
any advantages in following the ways of the new settlers, 
Tahattawan still convinced most of them. It WEts through his 
efforts and the work of John Elio t that Nashoba became the 
sixth town of "Praying Indians." The population of Nashoba 
was never great. The town usually contained around fifty or 
sixty individuals. 
A body of twenty nine laws called "Conclusions and 
ll Orders" was drawn up for the tribe to follow. Captain Simon 
Willard of Concord put them in writing at Tahattawan's 
request. Eliot visited Nashoba as often as possible, and 
duri ng his absence John Thorms, his Indian minister, was in 
charge of the town. Peter Bulkeley and Simon Willard also 
aided the Nashoba Indians. 
It vras not uncommon to see Indians in the tovm of 
Concord on the Sabbath. The Nashoba Indians, some of them 
dressed entirely in the clothes worn by the English, would 
i/Littleton Historical Society, op. cit., p. 27. 
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file into the meeting house and fill the back bench. They 
called Peter Bulkeley the "Big Pray." 
Most of the people in the colonies had a great deal of 
ll 
respect for the work done by Eliot. Sears states: 
"Those high in the Puri te~n Church of the 
colonies, as well as Governor Winthrop and others 
were great believers in the work that Eliot was 
doing and the success of it. The Indian mind 
however, rarely grasped the essential elements of 
the Christian religion." 
However, Eliot lived to see his good work destroyed by 
the King Philip War (16?5-16?6). 
Nashoba and the King Philip War.-- King Philip, chief 
of the Wampanoa~gs, saw that the white man had to be driven 
out if the Indian was to have a home. He tried in vain to 
sweep out the advance of the white man's civilization and 
secure the land for his own people. His followers terror-
ized the people of this a,rea during the years 16?5 and 1676 .. 
The Nashoba Indians were caught between the two war-
ring factions. The whites distrusted them beca.use they 
were followers of tlle ways of the whites, and because of an 
incident involving John Sassaman, a "Praying India.n 11 from 
Nashoba .. 
John Sassaman.-- Sassaman was sent by the English to 
spy on the N'emasket Jndians who lived near what is now 
1/Clara Endicott Sears, op. cit., p .. ?7. 
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Middleboro, M:assachusetts. He learned that Philip and his 
a lli es were planning to destroy the English and communicated 
1/ 
this fact to the s.uthor ities at Plymouth. The English 
authorities paid no ' attention to his message. however, and he 
was eventually found dead near Assawomset Pond. The English 
claimed that he was murdered and hanged three Indians for the 
crimee This move aroused the dissatisfied Indians of this 
area, and they swore revenge upon the whites and the "Praying 
Indians .. " 
Indians are removed from Nashoba.-- The English did not 
help the si tua ti on of the Nashoba Indie.ns, for they bla.med 
the "Praying Indians 11 for every crime corruni ttede Finally, 
the General Court passec1 a law stat ing that no India.n could 
go more than a mile from the center of his village. If an 
Indi:in was found violating this law, he could be shot. This 
law made it impossible !or the Indians to tend their fields, 
hunt, fish. Therefore, they lived in a very bad way. 
Eventually, it was decided that the Indians were to be 
taken to Concord and placed in the charge of John Hoar. ][r. 
Hoar was to lceep them employed and contented. He probably 
received as his compensation exemptions from taxes and 
I/Clara Endicott Sears, op. cit., p. 121. 
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impressment. M:r. Hoar seems to have had the interest of the 
N~shoba Indians at heart for he built a stockade in v;hich 
they could live, using his own funds to finance the building. 
He also drove his team to Littleton, at the risk of being 
attacked by hostile Indians, in order that they might save 
their corn and have food for winter. His entire group con-
sisted of about fifty eight Indians; twelve men and the rest 
women and children. These Indians were quiet, sober and 
industrious. However, the people of Concord still were dis" 
satisfied. 
if/hen a Captain Uosely of Marlborough appeEred in Concord 
and stated that he would take charge of the Indians, the 
townspeople offered no resistance. Although Mosely had no 
official orders from the General Court, he took charge of the 
Indians despite lllr. Hoar's protest. The soldiers marched the 
Indi ans to Deer Isle,nd in Boston where they remained through ... 
out the war. Along the route, the Indians were treated 
harshly and stripped of any wealth they might have had. 
King Philip War in general. -- Although the initial 
fighting occurred around Plymouth, this area received the 
brunt of the Indian attacks. The settlement at Groton was 
all but wiped out during one of these raids, and Indian 
war cries could be constantly heard froM Mount Wachuse tt in 
i)Herbert J. Harwood, An Historical Sketch of the Town of 
Littleton, Published by the Author, Littleton, 1890, p. 3. 
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Fitchburg. Philip was betrayed and killed in ' l676, and the 
war then quickly drew to a close. 
ll Mary Shepard.-- The account of Mary Shepard's escape . 
from her captors during this war is the sto ry of an unusually 
courageous girl. On Saturday morning February. 12, 16'76, 
Isaac and Jacob Shepa rd were busy threshing in the±r barn , 
located near the )resent Westford boundary on the Boston 
Head. 1Tary, their sister, we.n s tationed on nea.rby Q,uagB.n&. 
Hill to watch for Indians. The India.ns approachillf; this 
area rushed up and caught her unawB.re. · Isaac and Jaco) we r e 
killed , t h e house burned a11d lJ'.:a.ry taken captive. It is 
believed that t h e leader of these I ndians was Netus, a n 
Incli.s.n wel l knoYrn for h is butchery. 'ile do not know ho•v l ong 
Kary was held captive, but tradition says that s he e capBd 
t h e first night. Somehow , she secured a blanket c..nd s&.ddle , 
and while her ca.ptors slep t , she stole a horse. lrary is 
reported to have returned home the next P'Jorning. Some his-
torians state that the h or s e she rode was a ~are taken from 
her farm, and that she b rought Mary to where her colt was 
pasture&. Other histori e,ns cre; cli t Mary Vii t_l directing the 
horse to Li t t l eton. Regardless, it took a great deal of 
courage to make t he ride at night. Mary escaped from her 
captors somewhere beyond I~ancaster and t herefore hac t o s-rfim 
I7Li ttleton Histori ca.l Society, op_. cit. p •. 39-48. 
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the horse across the Nashua River in darkness 
Nashoba Indians fail to r e turn to Littleton.-- Vlhen this 
Indian war was over, only a f ew of the Nashoba Indians chose 
to return to their homes in Littleton. The majority of them 
preferred to settle with t he "Praying Indians" of Natick. 
So~e of these Indians had proved to be of great value to the 
English during the war serving as guides and spies. However, 
they received little thanks for their efforts. 
The white man settles in Littleton.-- Since the Indians 
failed to return to Littleton in great n~~bers, the white 
settlers who had lived on its outskirts began to take 
advantage of this area .. of fertile soil, rich meadows, plenti ... 
ful woods and good ponds. The Indians who did return were 
granted a reservation of five hundred acres by the General 
Court in 1714 . This reservation, now known as Newtown, laid 
in the southeastern corner of Nashoba. It was sold to 
Elnathan and Ephraim Jones of Concord by an Indian squaw 
known as Sarah Indian or Sarah Doublet.. This sale took place 
in 1735.. Thus we see that the King Philip War greatly 
contributed to the early settlement of Littleton by the white 
man .. 
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Summary 
From 1620 on increased religious persecution in England 
s ent more and more settlers to the l~ew World. As our popula-
tion grew, it wa~ ne cessary to extend our settlements No rth, 
South and West. Concord, our first inland town, was purchased 
from a group of Indians lead by Tahatta.wan who lived in a.n 
area called Nashoba. 
The Nashoba Indians were introduced to the Christian 
religion through the efforts of John Eliot, the "Apostle to 
the India,ns. 11 Eliot published the Bible in the Indian language 
and settled several Indian t owns in Massachusetts.. I:I:os t of 
the whit e people felt that Zliot 1~ d done a good job of 
civilizing the Indians according to the white man 's standards. 
Then, the King Philip War broke out destroying all his good 
work. 
King Philip sought to drive out the whites and secure the 
land for his own people. During the war all Indians were 
distrusted.. Therefore, the peaceful Nashoba Indians were moved 
to Concord and then to Bos t on. This a r ea beceme the center of 
the fighting, but with the death of Philip the war quickly 
drew to a close .. 
The Little t on Indie.ns proved helpful to the English 
t hroughout the war, but re ceived li ttle thanks for ·, t heir 
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efforts. When the war ended, the majority of the Nashoba 
Indians chose to settle with the other "Praying Indians" in 
:}Tatici:. It was therefore na,tural f or the whites to move into 
the rich f arml ands of Nashoba . 
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Activ it i es 
1.. 1Ia). }~ake a ma} shmdng the t r e es and .s.ni -. C~.l s Villi c h 
could 0 :f'oun3. i n =~ew Ji:ng lcm at tl1e time of t h e eettlel1e;1 t 
at Co:c1cord, Massach u.s etts o .ue .:;_b l r.:: to t e ll -:.::2-:.etl~e .• tl-1ese 
i;-c·c;es and c;;.ni '12.ls still exi ot t.ou:-_:y- . 
tools &nd wea~ons . I n cJnstructins your ~odcil i t is 
re c om.inended tha.t you use ~no l dL1!~ cla.;,r; to o t hpic1::s c.n( .-o.rk 
:7' ror2 a. tree . 
3. Vi s i t. Ke,ke a.rrt=mt_: l'lents ~" or tile class to ' i si t 
one or More of the ~lac es ~entioned be low. 
a. ,3ea B I ndi c.n "f.:uaew:1 , ~{arv·.rd, I:l&.ssac: U;:,t-tts 
b . 3 i te of J.fiar y s:ne.,b)a.rd ' s capture, J. out e 2 
c. The old I ndi an re servat i on , Fort ?o d, Li t l e to n 
4 0 CoFE:1i t tee Work. Camp i le a 11 .rno l s ·,v11o" of .Qeople who 
c on ..... r i bv. ted to the I n eli an h i s tory of the t ow 1. This s:wuld 
c ::msis t of br i ef b i og ap11ic r~l sketc e s of the iLdivi dual. 
Pas s i b ly some mem1)e r of the co;:m. i t tee woul d like to <' l"' :tw 
p ortrai ts of so~e of t h . se men. These J i ograpbi ~s ~~d ~ or ­
tr a it s shoul d be Dl~ced in a notebook~ 
5 . Discus s i on. C o~duc t a panel or class fis c~ssion on 
~ ny of t he fol lowi n · topi cs. T .. r ough resear ch at tb.e li .re .. ry 
b ecome f .i l i &,r with all e.s~ e c ts of the t o :pic you a r e to use . 
2G 
a. T_le Her i ts of t1~'" e -~fork 8f John Eliot. 
b. The :'rea t11 en t siven the ...:Ta.s hoba Ind.ic .. ns d.ur i nc; 
t he Ki ne; Philip ~·r C'.r. 
c .. Wh King Phi liD ca.n be c l assified R.o.'11o ng the 
ere at :;_Ja tri ots -v ho di eel. for an i dec<,l . 
6 .. ]!an. ~;{i th mo l dir g c l ay r1ake a topogra:·Jhical map of 
Litt l ton showL1g lakes, j_J0::1ds e:md elevations. Ee able to 
com)are the to _ography of this cr ea with other areas of the 
linited States. 
7., :Jrama. Writ e ~nd draJna.t ize an ev ent t~1at occurre 
during t his period. The followi nG are poss i b l e suc;estions. 
a . vi s i t to Nashciba by John ~li ot . 
b.. Captain Ivlosely ' s Erri val in Concord [-..n 1 the 
mar ch to Deer I sland. 
c. ml1e arrival home of Mary 0 hepard after her 
ca9ture by .Tetua. 
R., Exhi hit . Pre par e an exhibit i on of I nd ian r eli cs 
which members of the class E1 -Y ·Jos sess. 
9 . Research Project. l!v.ri t e a re..i,)ort on hovr nnd v.r~1ere the 
American I ndians are no,~ l i v i ng. 
10.. oster.. J?repare a poster v:-h ich might have been s hovm 
in Engl and in order to r a ise funds to support t h e wo r k of John 
Elio t. 
11. Pic tures. Draw scenes of life i n Nasho ... a .. i'or exe ..... i:pl e : 
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a.. Indians attending chur ch in Concord. 
b. John Hoar · ~,nd the Indi ans re turn t o harvest the 
crops .. 
12. Book Review. Select a book which t~lls about the 
period you are studying. Present either an oral or written 
r eview that will interest your classmates in reading your 
selection. The "PU:Jil Bibliography 11 will a i d you in your 
choice of books. 
13. There may be other projects you wish to undertake . 
Make your suggestions to the teache r a.nd receive h er approval 
before you go on. 
CHAPTER II 
THE R"BNOLUTIONARY PERIOD 1700 ... 1800 
Overview--The Revolutionary Period in America 
As the Indian wars moved westward, the New England 
settlers turned to the t a sk of establishing better home s 
and communities. ~ /hen the colonies grew and began to show 
thei r va.lue, the :1ngl is h governf:1ent made more and more 
dem? . nds uvon them. It was natural fo 1· the settler s to 
resent the a ctions of the British and to r i se up i n arMs. 
The men . i n the p,r i tis ll government had no real conce~t of 
the strugr;l e for life i n .A.!nerica, for they knevr on l y wl:..c..t 
y;a.s fol'Ymrded to the;: throut3;h the · s low cornr.mni c:;.ti on 
channe l s of the period. So;'Yle l!l.embers of Parli 2nent 
sym~athized with t he colon is ts, but t he vast majority felt 
tha t the co lonies existed only to benef it t he lome govern -
n ent. 
'D1en t he Patriots &t Concord and Lexing ton fire d the 
first sho ts, the majority of t h e settlers ro se in rebelli on$ 
1 . t t . , 1 1 ' .... . I- . d t ' . , I;·~any of t he co on 1. s s s 1..1. p a ce a ~, _ae '-l ng an . .a.e l r i"lome -
l and above t!t.e i r new homes, 1Ju t they '1Here a minority Etnd 
wer e qui ckl y :JUshecl into the be:ckground. The Bri t ish, 
underest i r--~atinc the fighting s trength of this ba.nd of 
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lJ.n t rc:L'1ed p&,tri ot s , suffere d com:plete defeat a t Yorkt ovm in 
' 1 7 1. The coloni s t s won t h e war largely on their own with 
the French offi c ially aiding them when victory wa.s in sight .. 
Our first gover nment , a loose conf edera tion of states, 
1 roved to be too weak. Therefore, a strong central govern-
ment tmder the Cons ti tub. on was adopted in 1789. This h as 
been our form of government ever s i n ce . 
Wh i le t h e leader s of the nev:; nation wer e struegli.ng 
to .. i nd t h e righ t t ype of cen t ral government, t h e Je ople 
were usy pushin t h e i1J.ne ri can f ron tier we s t ·war d ., :Jetter 
homes and chur ches were buil t ; schools, bus i ne s ses and 
indus t r i es were e stabl i she d. s t he opula ti on i n creas e d, 
t he tm·v21s :;_) e O) l e ecame _no r e 'benev olent c:;.nd bec<:m to c o 1sider 
those l ess fortun~te t han the~selves. 
Lit t le t on du:r :i.nt; tile ::levolutiona.ry Perio d 
TJ.e l as t of the E!Oshoba Indic:~_ls . --. From 1 67 6 t o t i:1e 
i n c o r~u r&ti on of the To~n of Li tle t on b y t h e Gen era l Court 
i n 1 7 1 4, l;oth tr1e :~ngli s~ t:md the r e t ur ning_ I ndi ~,ns liv e d 
t og ether ~ n t he ~ashoba area. Two of t h e oldes t I nn i Qn 
re s i dents vrer e Thomas Doub l et and h i s vvife Sar ah . It is 
b eli eve d tha. t Sarah wa s t h e last of t he Na.s:'lob a I n<l i c,.ns. 
Ton Doub let wa s on e of t he many nPr eNy i n g I ndi rms 11 who 
served t h e J::ngl i s h during the J\Ing Phili:p t s War. Tvvice he 
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we_ t into the vicinity of Nount Wachusett to ne~otiate for 
t he freedom of captive whites. These me e t i ngs held a cre2t 
personal ri ::; k for ThomaA, for he w&,s a trcd toT in t he eyes 
, I 
.:!:,; 
nf the ~arriors. It is report ed th2t: 
nFor all ~his importBnt service for the state in 
whi ch Doublet 1)roved h i nself bra.ve, fc:dthful and 
dis creet, after ~aiti~g eight ye2rs and petitionin 
f or comiJens c;, tio __ , t he Council Yo teci. him t he muni'fi cent 
rewerd of t~o coats.» 
It i s <dd that Thomas wns 8.l v;ays · a good and frien 'ly 
Indian who got along with the whi t e settlers just es long 
as they did not inva de ~1is vrivate fishing ho le. The 
fragments of an Indian pot presented to the Reuben Hoar 
Library by Mr. Joel Proctor is said to be a pot from the hut 
of Tl1or.aas :Doublet .. 
'i'he Tom of Littleton is settled.-- In l '713 t~: i enty-
thrse inhGbi t an ts of Concord, Chelmsfo rd, Stow an? Ursho ;a 
pet i tioned the General Court f or a grant of Y&shoba in order 
to settle a tovv:rJ.ship. A comLi ttee frmn the Gener£'.1 Court 
looked over the J.)roposed &r ec: .  a.acl Sl.i.bi~li tted i ts re ort. T 1e 
House of Represent<it i ves then l'ecomr::ended · t.ilr.,t t he ares. be 
.the Town o~ Littleton vas entered i nt o the Gel er&l Court 
recor LS. 
l/Li ttleton Histor ical Soc i ety, :Proceedi n.gs of the Li ttleto_ 
Ei stori e2,l 3ociety, Vol. I, "'urner :I:ress, Ayer , 1896, p. 102 .. 
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N.:whoba becomes · Lit t1eton .... - The town was known b' it s 
India:n name of 1 ashoba for t he first year, but · -es changed 
to Li ttleton in 1715. It -is said tha t Nashoba means double 
11 
water or t wo ponds in the Indian language, and that t h e 
area receive d t h is name because the Indians had se tt led in 
t he land between two of t h e ponds . Ho•rever, the white 
settlers decided to na.l'lle their town in honor of George 
Lyttleton, a memb.::r of the l!:nglish Pctrliament, who was one 
of the Cormnissioners of the Treasury. 
Ittr . Lyttleton was so honored by this move that he 
a cknowledged it by s ending the town a church bell But, 
because of an error in the spelling by substituting 11 i 11 
for 11 y" t he present wa.s vvi t hheld by t h e person hc;,vj_n6 
·y 
charge of it. His excuse was tha t no such town as Lyttleton 
could be found, and he eventually sold the bill for self-
profit. Thus, the tow·n was deprived of a very import~.nt 
historical relic. 
The Reverend Benjamin Shattuck .. -- '.':'he first to·vrn 
meeting was held on March 13, 1715 , and the mos t important 
topic \vas the problem of securing a minister.. The tovms ~ 
people elected the Reverend Benjamin Shattuck as their first 
minister in April 1715. It was agreed to grant him a 
l/Litt1eton Historical Society, op~ cit., p. 117. 
,gjHerbert J. Harwo od , l;;n Historical Sketch of the Town of 
Littleton, Published by the author, Littleton, 1890, p. 9,. 
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settlement of fifty pounds, and to pay him a yearly salary 
of fifty-five pounds which was to be increased by twenty 
shillings a year until a maximum of seventy pounds was 
reached. The Reverend Shattuck was ordained minister of 
Littleton on Christmas day 1?17 and held this position until 
1730 when it was agreed by mutual consent that he be 
dismissed. However, he remained a resident of this town 
until his death in 1?63. 
Early meeting houses in Littleton. -- The meeting house 
was first located on the old corm:10n so that the people from 
the borders of Che lmsford and Concord who had he lped to bee.r 
the cost of the building might attend church here. The 
y' 
structure was begun about 171? and completed in 1 ?23. I .t 
had entrances on three sides as vvas the custom in t h ose days 
;;ri th probably square pews around the walls.. Pews were 
usually a.ssigned to families and older people, but some were 
left unassigned for the townspeople who could not afford 
family pews. In the non-family pews, the men sat on one 
side and the women on the other. 
In 1?30, it was proposed that a new meeting house be 
built on Ridge Hill at the present site of the Unitarian 
Church. This structure was started in 1?38 and completed 
i/Herbert J. Harwood, op. cit., Pw 10. 
in 1742. There was no great cnange in the interior of the 
meeting house other than the addition of a gallery. 
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,..'m interesting f igure in the church about this t ·me v.ms 
the tithing man who walked along the aisles with a long 
stick. One end was tipped with fox fur with which he tickled 
the drowsy mai dens: t he other end was used to punch the ribs 
of t:he men who fell a sleep. 
The early home&.-- The first hous es contained only one 
large room in vvhi ch all acti viti es of the family were carried 
on. Additional rooms wer e added a.s the needs of the family 
increased. In some homes a loft overhead was used as 
sleeping quarters. 
In many of the homes the windows were of oil :pa1)er, 
because glass was difficult to obtain. limen it could be 
obtained, windows of small panes were common. The doors 
were pl ainly built and secured with wooden bars. The walls 
were often of three thicknesses; wooden clapboards on the 
outside, a course of bricks i n the middles a nd plaster on the 
inner wall. The corner pos ts and bear1s a cross the ceilings 
were often exposed. The floors were laid with very wide 
boards made from the big trees of the area. 
The furnishings.- - Each man made most of the furniture 
for ·his home from wood which was cu t f rom the nearby forests. 
He made tables, chairs, stools and bedsteads, and in some 
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cases, he even made the plates, bowls and sink from wood. 
The fireulace.-- The fireplace was all important in 
every home for it was used for all cooking and heating. It 
was usually very large, often occupying most of one wall of 
a room. As time went on, the men often built fireplaces in 
every room. Some were so large that a person could put a 
chair or two inside next to the fire on a cold night. The 
men and boys had the task of keeping a supply of wood on 
hand. It was important to keep the coals glowing throughout 
the night, for it took time and patience to start a ne·vor fire. 
Fires were usually started by rubbing flint and steel to-
gethe r. Sometimes, they would borrow live coals from a 
neighbor.. :M:ost of the cooking was done in iron kettles which 
hung on hooks from s inging cranes. On one side of the fire-
place was a brick oven in which bread, beans and pies were 
baked. A fire was made in this oven long enough to heat the 
bri cks. 'Then , the ashes were removed and the food was placed 
in t h e oven with a long- handled iron shovel • .A heavy iron 
door sealed the heat in t he oven, and the food wo uld bake 
until properly done. Usually, above every fireplace hung a 
musket and powder horn, ready to be used to protect the 
f amily. 
Food of the early settlers.-- .Almost al l of the 
ne cess ities of life had to be supplied by the settlers them~ 
selves, for goods from Europe were very expensi ve. Grai ns, 
v egetables and fruits were grown in the short summer s easo n, 
and ca ttle, she ep a nd hogs were raised. The ca.ttle and sheep 
were always in danger, for -rild dogs and wolve s roamed the 
woodlands. Fish and game were abundant, c:md the men had only 
to make nets and traps in ~1ich to ca tch them. Some of the 
f ood could be stored in pits in the cool cellars, but most of 
it had to besalted, smoked or pi ckled in order to preserve it 
for winter use. 
Lighting.-- At first, home made candles were used to 
sup.JlY the townspeople with light . Oil lamps vrere i ntro duc ed 
long before man learned about petroleum, and wha,le oil was 
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used to supply the light Both the candles and lamps fur nished 
too poor a light to allow one to read or sew. Perhaps the lack 
of good ligh t was one of the r easons why people went to bed 
early in the eighteenth century . 
·1o rk of t h e settlers.-- The early settlers vere very hard 
workers for it took long hours for them to produce all the food, 
clothing , etc. that they needed. 
The women worked extremely hard, for it wa.s t heir duty 
to help t 11ei r hus1Ja.nds as much as possible, as ·wel l as to 
attend to the household cwres. They often scrubbed the floors 
with sand and water. Water had to be obtained from a well or 
brook, and after it had been used, t hey had to carry it from 
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the house in order to dispose of it Si nce all cooking was 
done in the fi replaces, it was a long and tedious task 
The men were kept occupied. in the fields, tending their 
animals and 1unting and fish ing. Logs had to be cut for 
building homes and sheds, and wood split for the fireplace .. 
Trading.-- The early settlers used English money in 
order to purchase many of the goods whi ch they desired. 
However, t i1ey sometimes bartered or exchanged goods. For 
example, a certain villager might be more skilled at making 
shoes than the others, he might trade shoes for articles 
which he lacked. It Yras often diffi cult to obtain goods 
made i n Europe, and many times the villagers lacke<t t he 
f unds with v:hich to pay for the foreign goods. 
Transportation.-- Roads were built by digeing two 
parallel ditches and leveling the land between them. 
However, most of the settlers t r avelled on ho rseback along 
the old Indian trails. Lit tleton was not fortunate enough 
to ha.ve a river neary for transpo:rlati on purposes. 
Witchcraft in Littleton.~ - In 1?20 the three daughters 
of Jose~h Blanchard; Elizabeth, Joanna and Mary began to 
11 
act strangely. Elizabeth, especially, told stories about 
drea~s, swooned and appeared to be dead. They accused Mrs. 
Dudley, wi fe of the town clerk, of practicing witchcraft, 
i/Herbert J. Harwood, op. cit,., p . 10. 
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and aroused some feeling amongst the townspeople. Mr . 
Shattuck, the tow~ minister, refused to believe the stories. 
The Blanchards, however, moved from Littleton to Medford. 
,Soon afterwards, Mrs .. Dudley was strickep, presumedly with 
a heart attack, and died. Eight years after the original 
charge, the Reverend l\:tr. Turell of Uedford received the 
girls' confessions .. They had begun their accusations as a 
prank, but when they had aroused some feeling amongst the 
townspeople, they were ashamed to drop their act. Elizabeth 
had obtained the idea from stories of witchcraft in Salem, 
where near the close of the seventeenth century there he.d 
been much excitement in regard to ,Ni tchcraft. The people 
of Salem accused one another, and a special court was 
established to try the accused. Over 100 persons were 
accused and t wenty were executed before the delusion ended* 1.1 
Thus, Little ton had its taste of New England witchcraft. 
Government of Littleton.-- The New England town 
meeting with its freedom of discussion and direct vote comes 
nearer to providing pure democracy than any fo r m of govern-
ment in existence. This type of government has ruled 
Littleton since its beginning in 1714. The town is fortunate 
that it has not outgrown the town meeting which keeps its 
inhabitants interested and desiring to participate in public 
j]Vfinfield s .. Nevins, Witchcraft in Salem Village in 1692, 
North Shore Publishing Company, Boston, 1892, P• 254. 
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affairs. 
From 1714 on, the men of the village gathered as often 
as the need arose, and discussed at great length all matters 
pertaining to their common welfare. Such public affairs as 
salaries of the ministers and teachers, the erection of town 
buildings and conservation of fish and game were freely 
!I 
discussed. No one was allowed to settle in the town if he 
were likely to become a public charge. Fines and sometimes 
punishments were imposed upon offenders. Only the men who 
were landholders and church members in good standing could 
vote. 
The men of the town elected their moderator, ~ectmen, 
tovmclerk and representative to the Massachusetts Gene:r·al 
Court.. This later position we.s always a problem in 
Littleton, for few men had the time to spend in the legis -
lature. The tovm was obligated by law to send a represen-
tative every few years, and to pay his salary. Ylhen the 
town failed to comply with the law, the General Court would 
levy a fine. Then they would elect a representative in 
order to have the fine remitted.. Records show that the 
townspeople di s liked the idea of paying their representatives. 
One year they voted to send someone if he would go fo r half 
pay, and another t i me Captain Isaac Powers ·was elected 
1/Herbert J. Harwood, op. cit.,p. 9. 
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without opyosi tion . when he accepted e. salary of t welve pounds. 
From the beginning, men from the outskirts of Groton, 
Conc ord and Chelmsfo rd were a llowed to v ote in the Littleton 
elections. It vms hoped that t he Genera.l Court would allow 
Littleton to annex their lands. In 1725 the Court did allow 
Littleton to annex the Concor d f amilies, and in 1738 and 
1739 the Groton families vrere granted to Littleton . 13y t'·1ese 
moves the original size of Littleton was great l y expanded. 
During the Revolutionary :War a man elected to a town 
11 
office vvas force d to tc:.ke an oc:tth of allegiance to the 
Com...rnonwealth and to denounce the King of Engl and. This oath 
was administered in Li t tleton until 1793. 
It is interest ing to note that :prior to 1800, and for 
a short period after thatt one of the customary matters on 
the agendc-. per tained to the swine. At every March me eting 
the townsmen would vote to allow the swine t o go at larg e 
throughout the ensuing year. Hog reeves whose duty it was 
to insert a ring in each swine ' s nose were appointed. The 
ring curtailed t he amount of dame.ge the s \;fine could do to 
t he plants and trees. 
Littleton serves the nation.-- Littleton has always 
been involved. in every s t ruesle in behElf of t he na tion and 
.state . She has be en well repr esente d in thes e conflict s by 
brav e 2.n e.bl e men. 
]]Herbert J . Ha.r wo od , op . cit .. , p. 14. 
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1he first conflict in ·which the nation was involved 
a.ft er the est2J:J l ishmen t of Littleton wa s the ~rench c:md 
I d • "'T ( 1? 4 8 .., N 6 ~ \ n .. 1an ~~ar \ . -..1.1 .. o J . Captain Charles Bulke l ey; a brother 
of P ter :Bull. eley of Concord, c ommanded a group of men fr om 
this area. Charles lived i n Li ttleton as did many undar his 
11 
c o!l'l.ma.nd. Bu.lkeley vms sla.in in Canada. J ohn Fox n .s anot __ er 
army C?-:Ptain from Littleton vv-ho served urinn; thisv;ar. One 
JonathB.n Lawrence J r .. vas ce.:ptured by Indians an tc..Jce n to 
Cana ae He later es c c-~ped an fov .. ght in a c oM~any c oPm!andec' 
by Ca::_)tain Leonard ':l11i tine in fln expecU ti on for the to tRl 
reduction of Canad& in 1? 60 Rnd l? Gl . ~ iting was then a 
resin_e · t .:>f ".7estf orc, but la.t .. cr move c1_ to Li tt l et n. 
Revolut ion, Littleton has l een ~ t y,icnl Ne~ ~. · l and villa~e 
· rith ita gene ral store, chur ch a nd v i llage green. The first 
tavern 7as op ened in town about 1 ?22 a,nd s e rved as a populc~.r 
meeting )lace of the villagers. The town has alwa s ~een 
prin ci)ally a fc. .r ;,;,L1:5, tovm c:md, a l r-1ost fron1 the bee;in:nin,,~· , 
l1ad c;~ grist T1lill 8,l1d a SaV~' rr}j_l l. 
In 1776 Littleton had a JOpulst i on Qf .18. Its 
territory had ee~ enlarged by the additions of Conc o r d a~ d 
Groton r , s i d.·3n ts <:: .n d. 11y a, section of -,.ll.:ct is nmv J3ox1)or ou.£:,h. 
'::i·1e c1-•. urch v:2s loc a t e d on t ;le site of the Uni tc-.ria:r- CLurch , 
8.~ld i t i s re;_Jortec t h <=.· t t h e t oYm noY: h e, 2'- c ~·mr f:: e ll . 
1/:Ierbert J. Iiar wood , op. cit., lJ .. 13. 
--" 
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From 17?2 to 1775 fee l i ne agc,inst the :::Iingl ish grew. 
ht first, indignati on at the ex~ctions and oppress i v e a c t8 
of t :he British gove r nment was Sl:.J Ontaneous o.nd unc: nimous, but 
when t he Revolution seerne d t o be the only answ·er, a difference 
of opin i on evolv ed until a c lear line between the t ·o groups, 
t he Patriots and the Tories, existed. 
Tile 'l'ori es. -- The lea.ding Tories of the community were 
the Reverend Dc:miel Pogers, his son Jeremiah, Captain .Joseph 
11 
Harwood, and h is son J oseph 3r . They we r e all el l educat ed 
men ·rho f or the most pe.rt thought of the futil i ty of t he 
poorly equipped co lonists f ighting a well equipped Engl and . 
They soon fo und th&,t they v. ere a sme.l l Tfl inor i ty and suff ere 
the consequences of the intense f eeling whi ch prevai l ed 
against them. The Tor ies wer e suddenly dropped from t he 
town offices and , during most of t he w&.r, were p l a ced under 
guard . y 
:?atriots~-- William henry Prentice, a t avern keeper, 
seems to have been one of t h e leading Patriots of the 
comi!lunity. We can imagii.1e the local farmers, many of them 
1ni nute - men, gathered a,t his tavern every nigh t to discuss 
the latest news from Boston 
The Ro gers Incident. -- During the early stages of the 
i7Herbert J. Harvroo d, op. c it . , p . 16 . 
yr id., p. ·13 . 
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war , the Reverend Hogers vras put to tl1.e test of open ly 
declartn.s; hi1<1se l f. Mr. Roge r s had been the towns only 
minister for over forty years , and it wa.s hErd for the 
t o <ins p eopl e to denou·1ce him as a Tory. However, the ' v;e re 
forced to do so. I t was customary for the town mi nister 
to be the leader in political affairs. The Reverend I!r. 
Rogers was a firm adherent to the crown, and his son served 
as cor::ti-nissary to t he royal t roops that occupied Ch'"'.rlestovm. 
He i nsisted upon _prayi ng for the King of :;J;nc;lc;.nd. ':h e s plit 
between the townspeopl e and t h eir Minister c.s,me on 'l'hanks -
givinr Tiay 1775 .. \ proclc:.mati on had been issued to be read 
i n all the churches. Vlhen Lh·. Hogers finish ed readi g this 
:pro c l a...-""'1<=.;. tion, he supplement ed 11 God save t h e people" with 
"God save the King ~" Hi s parishioners ro s e i n rebellion and 
demanded a retraction, but Mr. Roge r s fle c1 to his home . 
aroed squad went to h is h ouse and called upon htm to come 
11 
out a nd declare h is principles~ \n1en Mr. Ro gers h es i tated, 
for t h is was f ar from t h e way the town Ir:tinister should be 
treated, they fired a volley into the door of h i s hous e. 
Mr . Rogers immediately asked to ·be disni ssed. However, when 
t e war in New England had ended, the townspeople forgave 
him and retained him as the ir mini ster.. Another mini ster 
took h i s p l ac e i n t h e pulpit however. The door for a long 
1/Herbel~t J. Harwood, o-o.. c i t. , :p . 14 .. 
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time s tood as a silent reminder of ]tr. Rogers' trial. 
Lut her Blanchard~ -- The f irst man to be hit by a British 
bullet at the No r th Bri dge in Concord was Luther Blanchard a 
native of Lit tleton. Luther, born on June 4, 1?56, was no t 
yet t 1enty hen he ser~ed as fifer for the Ac ton mi nutemen. 
It i s reported that he vras glayi ng "The White CockP.deu as 
1.1 
t he Acton men mar ched to meet the British regu l a.rs. After 
the British ha d fired , Ca~ta. i n Davi s i nquired ·whe ther _ny of 
his men hRd been hit . Luther replied t hat he had been 
v1ounded. Aft er his wounds had be en dressed, Luther l cd d 
aside his f i f e f or a mu~ket a nd joined his comra des as t 1ey 
f orce d the Bri t ish to retreat to Boston . Luther was 
quartered in the bui ldings of He,r v ard College, and l c:.ter h e 
f ough t in the Battle of Bunker Hi ll. Shortly after t h i s 
batt l e, he died from the wounds r e ceiv ed at Concord. He 
wes r e::,:JOrted deB.d on the Continental Army Re1)or t of Se ::~ tember 30, 
1775 . To\~Tards t he end of t e we:r, h io: b ody wa.s r eturned to 
JJj_ t t le t on, and interned in the old ceme t ery at the Com."non. 
In 1 900 , h is descendants ere c t ed a monument over hi s 
grave e,nd the Town of Ac ton er ected a stone i n b.i s memory 
in We s t Ac ton . The area of Tci t tl eton in vrhich he ··a.s b orn i s 
now pa.rt of Boxborough whi ch pays t ribute to h im b y h aving 
his pi cture on its town seal. 
i/Alfred ;3. Huds on, Commemora tive of Ca lvin and Luther 
B1c"nchard , Acton )•tT.inuteMen, Turner Press, },yer, 1 899, p. 16 . 
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Joh!1 Po r ter. - - Probabl.:,r the most di n tingui s i1ec'. mi li tar·y 
figure in Li tt l eton dur ing this h i 3tori c a l ere;. vn:J.S Colone l 
John :t·orter . .A3 the Bri tish r egulHrs ·vvere ·narching fron 
Boston towar ds Co11cord on .. \.:pril lS, 17'75, Porter 1,;as returni ng 
fro~ Beverly to Littleton on horseback . In Lexington, Porter 
11 
secured a gun and 30!·1e c-:,.rnmunit ion from a.loco.l f armer. He 
v;as for ced to l eave h is J1orse as security hovever. Po r ter 
then j o i n e d the MinuteMen as they foug~t the Briti sh on thei r 
return to Boston .. After Conc ord, h e enlisted as an ensign 
and aerved throughout the war. 
In 17'77 while at Ti conderoga, Porter con t a c ted s .. a llpox. 
Hi s mo ther sen t a man to csre for him .. The ;m;m took h l s fee, 
but never went near Porter. Instead, r:e reported that he h&, 
d ied. lorter lived however, and re t urned to Lit tleton at t he 
close of the war. fter the Battle of Benni ngton (1'777), h e 
se. t horne t h ree or four He ssians to work on his f arm while he 
remai ned at t he front. Porter wo ked h is way up i n t ' 1e 
Co n ti nental .Arny to the rank 0.1 a rr:c.:. jor and served on 
~ ~ t ~e ' s st~ Df He vv~~.- ·presPn+ c1~+ the sur·render o -.L~ a aye u ct.L .. ~~ · -~ _ u .u 
Cor nwalli s at York town i n 17 cn . A se lf ..- educa ted man , Porter 
b ecame a colone l in t he militia after the close of the ~rar . 
Others serve from Li ttleton.- - Porter was not t h e only 
man from Li tt leto_ to receive the call to ar~~s in 1775. n 
,1/He rbert J. HB.rriooc, o:.:>. cit .. , Pv 13. 
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pril 19, 1775, a horseman arri ed in Littleton with the 
messa6 e that the British were on their way to Concor d. ·.s h e 
rocl.e on to v1c:.rn the ot' er towns, the residents of Li ttleto-1 
began to take down their guns and prepared to ~ar ch ~o Concord. 
~rhe following men signed for the bullets and tc .. r 'vv' icll t he y 
drew from the town stock: Dc:miel Vlhi tcomb, Thoma.s Wood , John 
1.1 Gre en , :r_if.a.t.haniel Vr.:1 i tcomb and Jonathan 'Va.rren. Two compani es 
of men from Littleton and the surrounding area, under the 
command of Lt. Aquila Jewet t, i:rnr1ediately left for Co ncord. 
A few returned home after the battle at Concord, but most 
continued on to Cambridge and served at least nineteen days • 
.A company, largely composed of Littleton men, vras formed 
shortly after t h e battle of Lexington and Concord under the 
command of Captain Samuel Gilbert. It a l so contained men 
from the surrounding towns of Lancaster, Che lmsford and 
Dunstable. We can imagine these men in the spring of 1775 
holdin6 drills and musters in Littleton. The town robably 
had a glo·IT of military spirit which las never been equalled. 
This company bec~~e part of Colonel Prescott's regi ment and 
fought at Bunker Hill. There, Littleton lost the foll owing 
men : Peter ·mi tcomb , Benjamin Do le, John Lc.wrence, James 
Nhi ttemore and IsCl,ac Whitcomb. 
l/Heroert J. Harwood, op. cit., Pa 16. 
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Durinc the fighting around Boston, the smoke of the 
battles could be seen from the surrounding hills of Littleton. 
On June 18, 1776, the day of the Battle of Bunker Hill, 
thirty-six men received 2?9 bullets, twelve horns of powder 
and ninety-nine flints from t he town supply of amrnuni tion .. 
At the town meeting held on June 1?, 1776, the towns -
1) 
people voted that: 
"If the honorable Congress should, for t he safety 
of the colonies, declare them independent from the 
Kingdom of Great Britain, the inhabitants of Littleton 
were engaged to support them i n the measure. 11 
On October 14, 1776, the town voted to support the 
proposal for a state constitution for the State of Massachusetts. 
In 1?76, soldiers were quartered in the meeting house 
located on Ridge Hi lL. The building must have had a fire-
place, for it is reported that they cooked their ovm meals. 
In ]Jfarch 1 77?, the town voted a bounty of eighteen 
pounds to every soldier who had served three years and had 
helped the town to fill its quota of men. This was voted in 
addition to the state bounty~ It was made retroactive to 
pril 19, 1775 so that each man would receive credit for 
whateve r contribut ion he had made. As the Continental money 
fluctuated greatly, a number of bounties were paid in rye and 
other products whi ch were preferred instead of pa.per money .. 
]}Herbert J. Harwood, op. cit. , p 16. 
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One bounty paid in paper money was as high as 2550 pounds. 
During the Rev olution, 150 men , 75 percent of the male 
populati on of military age, served f rom Littleton. It can be 
said with justification that Littleton 's contribution to the 
eff ort of t he co lonies to establish their independence was as 
great as that of a ny town in the thirteen colonies. It is t o 
be r emembered t hat when the shots ·were fir ed that vrere heard 
around t h e w·orld , Littl eton men -r'ere behind the muskets along 
with ~en fro~ Concord~ Lexington , Acton, et c . 
A mo nument in Liberty Sq_uare in Littleton be a rs the 
names of eighte en men "Nho serv e() during the Revolutionary 
Vlar. It reads: 
" I n grateful memory of the Rev olutionary War Heroes 
of Littleton. i.Vhose i n s pirine c our C',ge and Bitter 
sac ri f i c es creBted a New Co untry Dedi cated tn Li b erty 
a nd Justice." 
This monument was the z if t in SeDt ember l -J 51 o Colonel 
- 11 
i£ d1.va rd Fletche r of San Die go, C8,liforn ia . Colonel !?letche r ' s 
greEt - great gr andfa ther vras :::aeazer :TI'J et cher whose nc:;me 
a p_p ea,rs v i th the otl:te r her oes f rom Lit tl eton . 
A gree.t m.lm·ber of the Lit tl eton men ·d1.o served durin.g; 
the Rev o l u tionary Yfar e:1.re buri e~. i n t h e Old Cerr1e t ery at the 
Common where Lu ther Blanchard's body lies. 
i/Li ttlet-on Library, "ScraJ__)boo k Collec t i on of :rsrews.~:mper Items 
J?er·t.s. i n i ng t o Littleton, Tiassachusetts, 11 Vol. 1950, Iten 
ub li:::-;hed in Lowell Sunt September 17, 1 951. 
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Post W<'.r .":;i t tleton .. -- .tl.s the V•"f._.:c e nd.ed, t he people of 
~Ji ttleton turne d to mErry sul)jects of i;-:1 . :)ort.s.nce to tl-le t ovrn . 
In 1 ?82 and 1? ,~ 3, the tov,·fl suf·fered ;;" s evere drou ·ht w~1.i ch 
kept t .. 1e pe ople busy attempting to rsise enou6h food to 
darkest ~eriod i n the hist r v 
... 
of t·1e to\in, for fai tll and·· spirit i s reJ,Jorted to :he:~ve 6&.C ~1e d 
a low ebo i n the lard t ines t hat fol lowed t he war. 
In 1788 John Tutt l e was appo i nt e d the first town 
co:astable. The meetinG h ouse was reb·J.ilt in 1? 94v The .1evr 
meetint:; house had porcl:~.es 011 tl1ree side s. Inside, t_ ere Vlere 
square ews 1v i th s eat s t \ .Ht rose Vil1.en the parishioners stood 
up. gallery covered three sides o_ t1e interior, and the 
ma i n floor had thre e aisle s leading to the pews. 
I n 1 798 the t own voted to h i re a house for the ~oo • 
? i or to thi s ti1··: e , it 'VJ2"S c omrGon for the t ~:mspeopl e to 
car r y paupers to other tov,r s , or t o warn p;ople who we r e Deely 
to become public charges to n ove. I n 1825 the town purchas ed 
a f ar-r.1 whi ch was ma i ntcvi n ed until 19 l w¥ At the time of the 
sale of ·the ~arm, it was voted to p l a c e the Loney re c eived 
i nto a fund for buildi ng a schoo l . ·:;,hen the occas ion does 
a rriv e, Li ttleton sends its unfortunat es to t h e We s tfo rd 
Torvn l?arm. The t own yays Westford for those re s i dents livi ng 
o it s farm. 
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Sum.rnary 
Then the I ndians failed to return af ter the Ki ng Philip 
Yla.r, t~1e ,-hi te settlers moved i 1to !Tc;,shoba . In 1714, c:. 
char ter was grunted by t he Genera l Court, and i n 1715, the 
town was named Lit t letori i n honor of George Lyttl eton, K. P. 
The town ' s f irst minister was :Benj a.111in Shattuck v:rho 
preached a t t he meeting house located on the Old Common. 
Later t he meeting house was move& to Ridge Hill on t he site 
of the l)re sen t Uni taria ..... '1 Church. 
Due to their way of life, the settl ers gatbered t ogether 
to discuss their common problems. From these meetings 
evolved t he tovm meeting, a form. of government that has 
ex i sted in Littleton t o t h e present time. 
V'Jhen the colonies rebelled agains t E;1gl and , Littleton 
was amongst the leaders.. The Tories soon found thems elves i 
the minority and were dismissed from the town offices. 
Littleton men served at Concord. and wherever battles for 
freedom Y{ere fought. The first man ·vounded. at Co ncord Bridge , 
Luther Blanchard, was born i n Littleton. He and other heroes 
of this war no; lie in the Ol d Cemet~ry at t he Common. 
After the war, Littleton suf fered a s evere drought which 
tested its inhabi tants abili t;y to overcome such obstacles. 
The town managed to recover and built a new meeti ng house and 
purchased a town f arm efore the turn of the nineteenth century. 
It was duri riG this ;eriod that Lit t l eton began to ap~e&r as it 
does today~ 
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Activit i es . 
T\Iake a map showing the iii portant cities estab ... 
lished in the United States at the time of the settlement of 
Littleton in 1714. 
2.. Uodels. Build models of the early ho es, public 
uildings, furniture, ouseho d i mplements and vieapons which 
appeared in Littleton in the 1700's. 
3. Cornmi t tee Work. Continue your "V/l10 1 s ".Jho" in 
Littleton as suggested in activity J4 at the end of C 1a~ter 
One.. The narnes of i m)ortant men of this period who contr ib~ 
uted to the growth of the town , state and nation should e 
added. 
4o Discussion. Co nduct a panel discussion on any of the 
following topics. Be sure you are familiar with all aspects 
of the topic dis cussed. 
a . The treatment of the Reverend l[r .. Rogers by the 
townspeople~ 
b~ Vv"hy some returning soldiers preferred goo ds to 
money when paid their bounty. 
c. The treatment given the needy from 1700 to 1850. 
5., Composit i on. ~ /rite a composition on one of the above 
titles. Be sure to give your opinion on the subject. 
6. Letter. Pretend that you are a soldier serving either 
during the French and Indian Nar or the Revolutionary War. 
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write a letter to your parents in LittletonddescribinG the 
conditi ons under which you live and the area where you are 
statione d. 
? . Town :M:eeting . Prepare a town warrant and conduct a 
town :meeting, or dramatize a meeting that could have been 
held in the past. 
8 . Poster. Prepare a poster recruiting men for the 
Continental Army in 1?76. 
9. Speech. As a patriot in Litt1eton in 1775 prepare 
and deliver a speech denouncing the practices of the English 
i n regard to the colonies. 
10. Hodels~ Some of the girls in the class may wish to 
dress dolls in the styles of the period. Several girls should 
get together and prepare an exhibition .. 
11 .. Visit. Make arrangemen ts for the class to visit one 
or more of the pl a ces mentione d below. 
a . Early burial gro unds, Route 2 
b. Old Cemetery at the Common 
Co Historical Lexi ng ton and Concord, M:assachusetts 
12. Cartoon. Draw a cartoon showing the tithing man 
performing his duties during a sermon. 
13. Ce.rtoon. Draw a. cartoon describing the actions of 
the Blanchard sister accusing ~ITs* Dudley of witchcraft. 
'!<,. 
Boston Unive r si.ty 
i chool of Educatiou 
\ · ~. Li:bra17 
~~ 1f2:~:t.4..., .•. 
14. Drama. 
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Trite and drc:unat ize an even t tha t occurred 
durine; this :period. The following are lJO Ssible suggest io ns. 
a . The donation of a church bell to Littleton. 
b.. Luther Blanchard e.t Concord Bridge. 
c. A meet ing of the Patrio ts at Willia.PJ Prentice's 
tavern. 
d. The arrival of the hors eman on .April 19, 1??5. 
15. Drawings. Draw or paint scenes of early Littleton 
and t h e United States, 1700 ~1800 . 
16 . Diary. As a soldier in the Revolutionary ~ar keep 
a di a r y citing the most i mportant event s in which you have 
participat ed. write several par agraphs using fictitious 
names, places emd date s whenever _1ecessary. 
1?. ComQosi tion. \ rite a composition com11a.ring your 
life in Littleton today wi th that of the children of colo1 ial 
times. Com.pare your wo rk, schools, church and entertc innen t s . 
18 . Cartoon. Draw a cartoon s howing t he change i n our 
government v;hen the Const itution repl aced the Articles of 
Confederation . 
19,. lil:odel. Make a mode l of Littleton prior to the 
Revolutionary Var. 
20. Book Review. Se lect a book which tell s about the 
period you are studying~ Present either an oral or written 
review that will interest your classmates i n readi ng your 
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21.. There may be other projects you may wish to under -
take* Make your suggestions to the teacher and receive her 
approval before you go on. 
CHAPTER I I I 
LITTLETON 1800-1900 
OTerTiew • The United States in the Nineteenth Century 
During the nine_teenth century our nation rapidly 
expanded. The gold rush of 1849 and the silTer rush of 
18o9 helped to settle the West. Texas won its independence 
from Mexico and later joined the Union. California and the 
territory that is now New Mexico were purchased from Mexico, 
Louisiana from France, Florida from Spain and Alaska from 
Russia. Thirty new states were admitted into the Union i n 
this century. 
We fought an undesirable war in 1812 which finally 
ended in a draw. Americans, for the most part, saw no need 
for this war, and England was busy defeating Napoleon. 
Therefore, both sides were happy to end it honorably. 
We fought aaong ourselTes from 1861-1865, but here we 
emerged a stronger nation showi ng Europe that we intended to 
remain together. Slavery was abolished as a result of the 
Civil War, and a etep toward greater democracy was achieTed. 
e 54,... 
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In 1898, we fought the Spanish-American War in order to 
aid the suppressed Cubans. The treaty ending this war gave 
us Puerto Rico, Guam and the Philippines. It was then that 
the world began to recognize us as a leader. 
Inventions of this era played an important role in our 
progress. It was during this century that Eli Viliitney 
invented his cotton gin, Howe the sewing machine, Fulton the 
steamboat, Morse the telegraph, Bell the telephone and 
Edison his many electrical inventions. 
This was the era of canal and railroad building. More 
factories appeared and labor unions were born. Men such as 
Hawthorne, Lowell, Longfellow, Emerson, Poe and Irving 
brought forth American literature through their poetry and 
prose. As the United States of America advanced, so did our 
cities and towns. 
Littleton in the Nineteenth Century 
As the world entered the nineteenth century, the people 
of Littleton were interested in developing their town. More 
churches were built, schools were planned and the streets 
were improved. 
War of 1812.-- There is no official record of townsmen 
participating in this war, but it is known that at least 
three men from Littleton did join the Ameri~an forces during 
this war. 
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Fire Department.·~ In the early days the formation of 
' fire companiee was not considered necessary, and the people used 
the famed "bucket brigades" whenever the occaeion arose. In 
each home hung two or more leather buckets ready to be used 
in the event of a fire. During the fire the men would pass 
the filled buckets from one to another until they could be 
used on the flame, and the women would often form a line to 
return the empty buckets to the water supply. Since the 
population was sparse and the farms a great distance apart, 
this method meant total destruction to the building afire. 
The town, therefore, made many laws which had to be ca.re-
fully observed. Anyone found violating these laws or 
responsible for a fire was fined or made to bear the cost of 
the damage • 
It was in this century that hand pumps and hand tubs 
were introduced. These were at times drawn by the townspeople 
and at other times by horses. Later, steamers drawn by 
horses were used. In the early part of the twentieth century 
Littleton appropriated $850 motor equipment was introduced. 
11 for the purchase of a fire truck, the first in town, in 1923. 
During the later nineteenth and early twentieth century, 
fire fighting equipment was stationed at the Com..l'11C~Jn, at the 
i/Town of Littleton, Reports of the Town Officers and Depart-
ments, Littleton, Massachusetts, For the Year Ending 
December 31, 1923, Published by the Town, Littleton, 1924, 
p. 60. 
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Depot, in Newtown, and in the north and south sections of 
town. This was done in order to keep the insurance rate of 
Littleton as low as possible. 
Today, Littleton has an adequate fire department 
comp0sed of volunteer firemen and headed by and appointed 
chief. 
The railroad comes to Littleton.-- In 1836 the State 
Legislature passed an aet allowing the Charlestown Branch 
Railroad Company to be formed. It authorized them to build 
a railroad from Sweatt's \Vharf in Charlestown to connect 
with the Boston and Lowell Railroad near Waltham. · 
Colonel Faulkner of South Acton came to Littleton in 
1840 in order to persuade the townspeople to back an extension 
.!1 
of this road to Fitchburg. Only two men, John Goldsmith and 
Reuben Hoar, purchased shares. 
In 1842 an act was passed incorporating the Fitchburg 
Railroad and authorizing it to build a line from a point on 
the Charlestown line to Fitchburg. The Fitchburg company 
quickly bought out the Charlestown company and started 
building their road. The company was given the right to 
enter Boston in 1847, and trains began to leave Littleton for 
Boston later in the same year. 
i/Littleton Library, "Scrapbook collection of newspaper items 
pertaining to Littleton, M:assa,chusetts," Vol. 1935-1939. 
In its beginning the railroad had only a single track 
with three aocomodation trains passing to and from Boston 
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daily. The engines and ce:.rs of these trains were much smaller 
tha.n the ones we have today. 
Littleton's first depot was erected near the site of the 
present depot in 1844 and 1845. The present Boston and Maine 
Depot was built in 18?9. There is no doubt that the railroad 
served as a boom to Littleton's agricultural population. 
The tin peddlars.-~ Littleton has never had a great 
shopping center. In the early nineteenth century there was 
a store at the Conwon where the present Conant store is 
located. This was owned and operated by G. w. Fiske, George 
Aves and Benjamin Edwards. It was purchased by the Conant 
- 11 
brothers in 1868. 
The townspeople expected their merchs.ndise to lc-.st 
forever. Farm equipment was not suppose to wear out, and 
clothing was expected to last indefinitely. In each house 
near the fireplace hung a rag bag, and the housewives would 
exchange their rags for brooms, tinware, kettles and spiders 
which the tin peddlars carried on their trips through Littletou. 
Nineteenth century reform movements in Littleton.-- In 
the first quarter of the nineteenth century, the United States 
embe,rked upon an era of reform. These reform movements were 
i/Albert· F. Conant, "Reminiscences of Littleton 1843-1935," 
Unpublished Memoirs, Littleton, 1935. 
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introduced with the hope of i mproving condit ions of life for 
all the unfortunates everywhere. As we advanced in the 
democratic way of thinking, hwnan beings became more and 
more important to one another. Along with the desire to 
help others, there grew up a group of "abolitionists" who 
desired to free all slaTes. Slavery was prevalent in the 
South, but not confined to that area. A n~mber of Northern 
families owned slaves also. Eight slaves were owned by 
residents of Littleton at this time. 
The abolitionists were not to be denied their wishes 
however, and as a result, the Civil War was fought. In 1831, 
Vlilliam Lloyd Garrison started an abolitionist paper called 
The Liberator. Soon the ora.tor Wendell Phillips, the minister 
Theodore Parker, and the poet John Greenleaf Whittier became 
national leaders in the cause. In Littleton, Otis Manning 
!I 
and Colonel Nahum Harwood, a slaveowner, spoke for the 
movement. Colonel Harwood was one of the nation's first 
abolitionists and a co-worker with Garrison and Phillips. 
In the later part of the nineteenth century another great 
reform movement, the Christian Temperance Society, spread 
across the United States. In 1889, the Women's Christian 
Temperance Union formed a chapter in Littleton with Miss H. P. 
Dodge as its president. In their preamble they stated that 
1/Littleton Historical Society, Proceedings of the Littleton 
Historical Society, Turner Press, Ayer, 1896, p~ 122. 
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they had no deeire for a reform of politics such as the 
women's right to vote, but intended to suppress intemperance 
and vice by any and all possible means. We find that they 
had all the teachers and pupils in Littleton sign pledges to 
abstain from drink and smoke in 1890. 
The ministers of the three existing churches led the 
men's temperance movement. At their meetings the horrors of 
drink and smoke were explained by offenders, and pledges to 
abstain were signed by the members. The temperance societies 
existed in Littleton until the passing of the Eighteenth 
Amendment to the Consitution by our federal government in 1919. 
The Civil War.-- As with the other New England villages, 
Littleton suffered an appreciable loss in the cause of the y 
Civil War. In all, 11? men served from the town. This 
was a esurplus of eighteen over the established quota for the 
town. Some of these men, however, did not come from Littleton, 
but were engaged to fill the quota or to act as substitutes. 
A list of the eligible men between the ages of ei ghteen 
and forty-five was kept in the Provost-Marshal's office in 
Concord. If a sufficient number did not respond to t he 
President's call for volunteers, a draft was made. If you 
did not wish to serve, you could send a substitute in your 
place. The "draftee'' would pay the substitute for this 
!/Herbert J. Harwood, An Historical Sketch of the Town of 
Littleton, Published by t he author, Littleton, 1890, p. 23. 
service. Some substitues received four and five hundred 
dollars for their services. 
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An impressive cit.izons' meeting was held when the first 
soldiers left the town. The soldiers appeared in their 
uniforms for the first time, and the prominent citizens made 
speeches. A soldiers aid society was formed under the 
presidency of Mrs. S. B. Vlhite, and many boxes containing 
bandages, shirts, socks and other aids were sent to the 
front. In 1861 Mrs. White wrote a poem which the Illinois 
regiment ado~ted as part of ita war songs. 
The town voted to raise $1000 in taxes and authorized 
the selectmen to borrow $2000 if needed, in order to pay 
each soldier belonging to the community ten dollars a month 
while in the service. They also provided for their families. 
In 1862 a bounty of $100 was voted to each volunteer who had 
served three years. A year later this bounty was raised to 
$125. Throughout the war, the town continued to recruit and 
pay bounties along with giving eTery effort to assure a 
Northern Tictory. In all Littleton spent, exclusive of state 
aid, ~11,104.33 in the cause of the North. 
With the news tha.t the war had ended, there was much 
rejoicing in Littleton. When the soldiers returned home, they 
were greeted with a parade and public exercises in their honor. 
On May 30, 1896 the bronze tablets in the niches of the Reuben 
Hoar Library were unveiled in honor of those who had served 
in the conflict between the states. 
Newspapers in Littleton.-- About 18?5 Edward R. Frost 
!I published the first newspaper in Littleton. It was called 
the Littleton Amateur and was about 4t inches square. The 
name was first changed to the Middlesex Courant and then in 
18?9 to the Littleton Courant. The size of the paper grew 
until it was llt by at inches. The paper was published 
every Wednesday, and its subscription rate was fifty cents 
a year. 
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Other papers read by the people of Littleton about this 
time were: The Fitchburg Evening Mail, The Littleton Guiden, 
Turner's Public Spirit and the Lowell Courier-Citizen. 
Toda.y the people of Littleton have no local paper, but 
the Turner's Public Spirit of Ayer and the Lowell Sun carry 
a coverage of town events. The Boston papers also are popular 
with the people of this area. 
Great Road.-- As the century drew to a close, the towns-
people petitioned for a state highway through Littleton. This 
issue split the town, for some felt that a state highway should 
aid the farmers while others desired to have a road that would 
lead from one city to another, directly. The first group 
felt that the road should follow the railroad from Acton to 
i7A1bert F. Conant, op. cit. 
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Littleton, passing through Littleton along Harwood Avenue 
and then on to Ayer. The second group wanted the highway to 
pass through the Common. 
After much debate, a state commission decided on the 
present route. The coDnission in its findings stated that 
Great Road was practically a continuation of Massachusetts 
Avenue in Boston, and that t he greater number of tra.velers 
would use this route. It predicted that this route would 
eventually become the important highway that it is today. 
Attempts for a street railway.-- At the close of the 
nineteenth century and at the beginning of the twentieth, 
several of the leading citizens attempted to obtain a street 
railway through this town. Prior to 1906, the townspeople 
who wanted to travel by way of street railway were forced to 
drive their teams eight miles to Chelmsford Center. From 
1900 to 1906 several schemes were proposed in order to give 
Littleton a street railway. In 1902 the Lowell and Fitchburg 
Street Railway was granted a franchise to lay tracks through 
11 
Littleton, and a bond of $1000 was deposited with the 
selectmen. This money was to be forfeited if the line was 
not completed in a year. The road was to connect Littleton 
with Boston by way of Acton, Concord and Lexington. In 1903 
the company requested that its check be returned due to the 
i/Littleton Library, "Scrapbook Collection of items pertaining 
to Littleton, Massachusetts," Vol. 1900-1905. 
refusal of Concord and Acton to grant them permission to 
enter these towns. The nation was also in poor financial 
.condition at this time, therefore, the company had had 
trouble securing the ::t:Jroper backing. After e. grec:.t deal of 
discussion, the town returned the bond. 
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Representatives of the Fitchburg and Leominiater Street 
Railway Company visited Littleton in 1905 to consider the 
possibilities of the sa...me project. Once more the people of 
Littleton felt that they would receive a street car line, 
but this move was never undertaken. Instead, a line connecting 
Ayer with Lowell by way of Forge Village was built. The 
townspeople were forced to drive to the north section of tow·n 
to a point near the Groton Ridges when they wished to travel 
by street car. If they wished to ste.ble their horses, they 
had to travel to Forge Village where a stable was located. 
Thus, until 1926, when the 'Boston and Ma.ine Bus Company was 
granted a franchise through Littleton, the only public trans-
portation directly to and from the town was the railroad. 
The Boston and Maine Railroad and Bus Company has continued 
its service in Littleton for the lasttuenty five years. 
The Telephone.-- Albert and Nelson Conant constructed 
11 
the first telephone line in Littleton in 1881. This was a 
private line which ran "from their store at the Common to their 
i/Albert F. Conant, op. cit. 
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store at the depot. The brothers established. this line after 
seeing Alexander Graham Bell's invention at the Philadelphia 
Centennial Exposition in 1876. The equipment was leased from 
the Bell Telephone Company for about $150. Phones were 
located at the stores and at Hartwell's Mill and were open to 
the public during the store hours. The two doctors in town, 
Doctor Godfrey and Doctor Phelps, joined the line in 1890. 
Since the selectmen would not allow poles along the main 
streets, the Conants had to run their lines across private 
lots. This line was discontinued in 1893 when the Bell 
Telephone Company extended its linea to Littleton. 
From 1893 to 1904, the selectmen and the telephone 
company discussed the question of placing the poles along the 
main streets. In 1904 the town voted to allow the company to 
erect its poles wherever it desired. Residential phones were 
not considered at this time for Littleton was too rural. 
Phones wer installed at the Center and at the Common with 
communication for out-of-town calls only. In 1905 the first 
pay station w~,s insts,lled in the offices of the selectmen, 
and a little later a pay phone was placed in the depot. 
A group of townspeople led by Frank B. Priest formed the 
Littleton Telephone Association in 1904. The members of the 
association maintained their own poles, linea and telephones. 
The materials were leased from the New England Telephone and 
Telegraph Companywho also provided the switchboard service 
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at cost to members of the association. From 1904 to 193? one 
had to be a member of the association in order to have a 
phone in his home. 
By 193? the equipment was so much in need of repairs 
that it would have cost the subscribers an almost prohibited 
rate of assessment. Therefore, the subscribers accepted the 
offer of the telephone company to accept the responsibility 
of serTice without installation charges to the members of the 
association. The association therefore voluntarily disbanded. 
Mr. Frank Priest served .as its president during its thirty 
years of existence. 
We still have outdated equipment in our homes tode.y. 
The residents must crank for an operator as wa.s the practice 
at the turn of the century. However, it is highly probable 
that Littleton will receive dial service in the near future. 
The Town Seal.~- In 1895 the State of 1~ssachusetts 
passed a law allowing its towns to adopt a device for a town 
seal. The town of Littleton developed a seal that is not 
only good in detail, but also has appeal. 
The seal is first emblematic of the principal in·dustries 
of the town, agriculture and horticulture. The escutcheon 
contains a plow on a chief azure and three apples on a base 
argent. Second, this seal comn1emorates one or two important 
events in the history of the town. The supporter on the right 
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is the Reverend John Eliot, the apostle to the Indians. He 
is shown in a coat and short clothes, his right hand uncovered 
is reverently pointing upward whi le his left hand is 
extending an open Bible to an Indian, the supp6rter on the 
left. The Indian is dressed in leggins and beech clothes, 
carrying arrows in a quiver and a bow in his left hand. The 
Indian is extending his hand to receive the Bible. 
In circumference, on the outer edge you see, "Town of 
Littleton 1714-1?15, Nashoba Plantation 1654." The date 1654 
signifies the General Court's grant of the Indian town of 
Nashoba; 1?14 is the date of the incorporation of the town, 
and 1?15 is the year in which the to,·m received its name, 
Littleton. 
The crest of the seal is the state crest of ::rvrassachusetts, 
thus it is indicative of Littleton being a part of the 
Commonwealth of Massachusetts. 
The motto on the seal is, "One God, One Country." This 
motto was taken from the motto on the coat of arms of the 
Lyttleton family in England. The Lyttleton motto is in 
French, "Ung Dieu, Ung Roy" meaning "One God, One King." As 
you can readily see, this motto is very appropriate to the 
efforts of John Eliot. 
The people of Littleton can be justly proud of this 
attractive seal which was adopted in 1898, for it is truly 
their own, being designed by Gertrude F. Sanderson• 
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The quarantine station.-- \Vhen in 1879 the Treasury 
Department of the United States learned that contagious 
pleuropneumonia existed in England, the ports along the 
Atlantic seaboard were closed to English ce.ttle until other-
wise ordered. This prohibition against England was revoked 
in 1879 proTided that all cattle entering this country were 
kept in quarantine for not less than ninety days under 
t ff . t th f th t• . !I cus oms o leers a e expense o e par 1es 1nterested. 
The station for the Port of Boston which had been estab-
lished in Waltham, Massachusetts was moTed to Littleton in 
1885 and was designe,ted "The Littleton Meat Cattle Q,uarantine 
Station." 
The Littleton station, consisting of thirty-two acres, 
was located on leased property along Harv;ood Avenue. The 
land we,s condemned and the property taken from the Harwood 
Eata.te by right of eminent domain in 1911. The station was 
officially closed in 1932, but wa.s re-opened two years later 
under emergency conditions due to the severe drought in our 
West. 
Summary 
As our nation grew, so did our town. Fire equipment 
evolved from the bucket brigade to the organized fire 
l/Houck, u. G., The Bureau of Animal Industr·y of the U. s. 
Department of Agriculture, Published by the Author~ 
Washington, D. c., 1924, p. 35. 
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department. The railroad extended its lines to Littleton, 
and thus increased the business of the area. This was the 
century of reform with Littleton having its "abolitionists" 
and "temperance" societies as did every community within 
our nation. Vfuen the slavery issue led us into a civil war, 
Littleton sent 11? men to serve in the conflict between the 
states. 
With the close of the war, Littleton began to introduce 
new ideas to the townspeople. Towards the close of the 
century, Great Road became a state highway, the town 
unsuccessfully attempted to secure a street railway, and the 
u. s. ~uarantine station was moved to town. Albert and 
Nelson Conant introduced the telephone to the townspeople in 
1881. Gertrude F. Sanderson designed the seal for the Town 
of Littleton in 1898. 
Activities 
1. Cartoon. Draw a cartoon showing the methods of 
fighting fires in the 1800's. 
2. Poster. Make a poster which would encourage the 
townspeople to support the building of the Waltham to 
Fitchburg railroad by purchasing stock in the company. 
3. Picture or Cartoon. Draw a picture or a cartoon 
showing the housewives _dealing with a tin peddlar. 
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4. Speech. As an "abolitionist" prepare a speech that 
might have been delivered at the Common in 1845. Be prepared 
to deliver this speech to the class. 
5. Editorial. As an "abolitionist" write an editorial 
which may have appeared in the Boston paper and read in 
Littleton. 
6. Pledge. Prepare a pledge which would have been 
circula.ted in the 1890's by the Women's Christian Temperance 
Society. 
7. Panel. Conduct a panel discussion on one of the 
following topics. Through research at the library become 
familiar with all aspects of the topic _you are using. 
a. The Reform Era in Littleton and the United States. 
b.. The army "draft 11 of the Civil War a.nd the army 
"draft" of today. 
c. The attempts to gain and the benefits of a 
street railway in Littleton in 1900. 
B. Diary. As a soldier from Littleton describe in 
your diary you1· adventures at the front. Be sure you write 
two or.three good paragraphs. 
9. Letter. Pretend you are writing to your older 
brother who is serving in the Union forces during the Civil 
War. Write a letter describing conditions at home, ·work of 
the Soldiers Aid Society and "war spirit" in Littleton. 
?l 
10. ~isplay. Display souvenirs of the Civil War period 
to the class. 
11. Committee Work. Continue your collection of "'IJVho 's 
Who" in Littleton. Herbert J. Harwood's, J...n Historical 
Sketch of the Town of Littleton will aid you in this project. 
12. Drama.. Write and dramatize an event that occurred 
during this period. The following are possible suggestions. 
a. The first soldiers leaving Littleton in the 
Civil War. 
b. A town meeting where the problem of the Great 
Road was discussed. 
13. Poem. Write an original poem or song which will 
express the spirit of the people of Littleton during the 
Civil War. 
14. Cartoon. Draw a cartoon showing the telephone line 
installed by the Conant Brothers. Possibly you can show how 
the town reacted to the introduction of this invention. 
?2 
15. Composition. Write a composition telling about the 
Littleton Telephone Association, and showing how Littleton 
benefited through the organization of this association. 
16. Family Research. Inquire whether any one in your 
family served in the army during the Civil War. If so, gather 
information about him and report to the class. 
17. Drawing. Make a copy of the seal of the Town of 
Littleton as designed by Gertrude F. Sanderson. 
18. Model. Make a model of the early street railway 
which the townspeople desired but never obtained. 
19. Map. Make a map showing the transportation routes 
and public conveyances available to the people of Littleton 
in the late 1800's. Be sure to include the Stony Brook 
Railway. 
20. Book Reports. It was in this period tha t America 
came into its own in the literary field. Report on some of 
the books that you ha.ve read which were written during this 
period. 
21. Songs. Several 11 popular" American songs were 
written during the period you have just studied. Through 
research choose the songs still popular today and either 
present recordings of them or play them for the class. 
22.. Book Review. Select a book which tells E?-bout the 
period you ~re studying. Present either an oral or written 
review that will interest your classmates in reading your 
selection. The "Pupil Bibliography 11 will aid you in your 
choice of books. 
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23. There may be other projects you wi sh to undertake. 
Make your suggestions to the teacher and receive her approval 
before you go on. 
CHAPTER IV 
EDUCATION 1725-1950 
Ove~view -Education in the United States 
New England made a great contribution to the world when 
it introduced the idea of public education. The most 
influential factors in establishing schools were: (1) to . 
keep the learning of Europe alive in the New World, and 
(2) to teach e,reryone to read the Bible. Massachusetts in 
1647 pass ed the first law providing f or free public education. 
The early leaders of this state felt that schools must be 
established, not purely for the benefit of the church, but 
for the benefit of the children and the Commonwealth. The 
other New England colonies soon passed similar laws. 
As our nation grew, our educational needs developed so 
that today a high school education is essential. The American 
public often demands that our s chools be modern and prepare 
our youth as thoroughly as possible. Nowhere in the world 
is public education so highly regarded as in the United States . 
~'74-
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Education in Littleton 
In keeping with the laws of the state, the inhabitants 
of Littleton voted to hire a schoolmaster in March 1725. 
The early schools were perhaps kept only six or seven weeks, 
and lessons were held in a private home. The first master 
was Moses Foster who received seven poundst four shillings 
or about thirty-five dollars for his efforts. The following 
year (1726) a committee was chosen to hire a schoolmaster. 
This can be considered the first school committee in Littleton. 
Until 1796 school was held in the private homes of the 
.v 
townspeople. Some af these people would prepare a room 
especially for the school. The master would receive a small 
fee and his room and board. Throughout the year he would 
move into the various sections of town and teach school for 
two or three months. It was the custom to emplgy as teachers 
Harvard students who ·were studying for the professions~ 
The school of this period was much different than ours 
of today. Sessionsv.ere held from early morning until early 
evening, and school was in session six days a week. The 
students learned to rea.d and spell in the lower grades; while 
in the upper grades they were taught writing and arithmetic 
as well. The children used slates for their written lessons 
as paper was ve ry expensive. Their books were small in size 
and meager in content in comparison to the boo1:s of toda.y .. 
i/Littleton Historical Society, Proceedings of the Little ton 
Historical Society, Turner Press, Ayer, 1896, P• 53. 
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In the eighteenth century school was seldom kept in 
session more than six months during the year due to the fact 
that the children were needed at .home to work. The boys had 
to cut f irewood, do weeding, and many other f arm chores; 
while the gir ls had to help with the housework, spin and knit. 
Many of the townspeople thought that higher education was 
for the boys alone. One Littleton voter stated at a town 
meeting that "to teach girls the back part of the ar ithmetic · 
was a misappropriation of public funds." !I 
Four schools were built on the east, west, north and 
south sides of town in 1?96. At this time an attempt was 
made to locate a school building in the center of town, but 
this measure was defeated. Finally, in 1822, the Center 
received its schoolhouse. The location of these buildings 
was always a disturbing element in the politics of the town, 
and therefore, the buildings were frequently moved. About 
1832 they were rebuilt of brick so that they could not be 
moved. 
In 186? the Center and Common Schools united to f orm 
the Union School, the fi rst graded school in Li ttle ton . 
Gradually the other district s chools were closed and all the 
pupils were transported to the Union School. By 1885 this 
s chool operated on a full year schedule. The Union School 
wa3 located on the site of the present s chool building. 
!/Historical Society, Proceedings of the Littleton Historical 
Society, op. cit ., p. 54. 
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Littleton cons i de re d llf;,ving G. high s chool a s ec:"rly as 
1850, but it took over thirty years for this consi deration 
to become a reality. Oc casionally a fall term for advanced 
scholars was held in the school at the Center, and in 1888 
a room was built on t o the Union Schoo l for the high school 
which t first was held for one term a year. I t is 
interesting to note that a proposed high schoo l building 
was rejected in 1899 with the following arguments: 1. The 
town could not afford a ten thousand dollar bui lding. 
2. If the school building had pleasant surroundingG, it 
would educate the seholar in extravagant ideas~ and he 
would not know the value of a dollar. 
It was then propo sed that the town appropriate $3'75 to 
move the North school hous e t o a eite near the preeent 
·ouildings. This measure wae de f eat ed however, and the 
present high school was erected in 1922. 
I n 1906 Littleton joined with Westfor dt Carlisle and 
Acton in a superintendency union in which it remained until 
11 
1926~ Vfuen this un i on w s dissolvedt Littleton joined its 
present union with Stowe, Carlisle, Harvar d a.nd Bolton .. 
The town voted to build a consolidate d school building 
with the aid of federal government funds in 1936. The town 
appropriated $'75,600 for this building and the Works Progress 
l/Town of Littleton, Reports of the Town Officers and 
Departments, Littleton, Massachusetts For the Year Ending 
December 31, 1926, Published by the Town, Littleton, 192?, 
p .. 71. 
Admini3tration approved a contribution of $46,350 The 
gymnasium was made possible through the generosity of 
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lil:r. and Mrs. G. E.. Pr outy who dona ted ;!115, 000 for addi ti ona1 
school fac i lities and accomodations. The town accepted 
their gift and made provisioris for the extra cost in its 
budget. The cornerstone was layed and the building 
dedicated in 1938~ 
Our s chool population has grown to the degree that in 
1950 plans were made for an addition to the elementary end 
of the bui lding. This six room addition i s to be com leted 
in 1952. If our school p opul a tion continues to c row, it 
·fill _ o t 'L e l ong )efore plans for a n ew h igh school rill 
ave to e made. 
At present our school has a 4-4-4 system i n regard to 
admi nistrat ion with princi pals for each of the four grades. 
Our school policies are under the contro l of the school 
committee which is elected by the res idents of the town. 
In 1943 the membership of the school committee was increased 
from thre e to five. The committee, along with the other 
school committees of the union, employs a Superintendent of 
Schools who sees that its wishes are carried out .. 
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Other Educational Facilities in Littleton 
Due to the f a i th of one of its ci tiz~ns i n his fe low 
man and the generosity of an appreciat i ve f amily , Lit t leton· 
toda r possess es a very fi ne library, The story o: t '1e 
present.librar y will come later, but first, let us trace 
the history of l ibraries i n Littleton , 
Early libraries.- - In 1827 one of the first libraries 
in the State of Massachusetts was es tabli shed in Littleton, 
probably by an association of the townspeople. It cons isted 
of a. small collection of books, a.bout three or f our shelves, 
with more than half of them being on theology. It i s known 
that Josephus' History of the Jews, several of Scott ' s 
novel3 and oth er ~tandard works were among the collection. 11 
One of t he membe rs of the association \7ould be placed in 
charge of the books, and he would keep them in his home . 
These books were frequently moved from one house t o another, 
but they could be obtained by any citizen desiring t hem. 
This collecti on was sold a t auction in 1834 or 1835 .. 
At t he time one library was being di smantled , another 
was started. The se cond library was known as the Littleton 
Town Library and was placed in the home of the townclerk, 
Deacon James Kimball. These books were so ld at auction i n 
184?. 
i/Herbert J. Harwood, An Hi storical Sketch of the Town of 
Li tt leton;• Published by the author, Little ton , 1890 , p .. 24. 
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About this time (184?), a small collection of agricul-
tural books was kept in the Centre Store, but this was rnore 
of a lending library than a public library. This collection 
moved first to the Centre School, then to the town hall and 
was eventually turned over to the Reuben Hoar Library. 
The Reuben Hoar Li bra.ry. -- A gentleman who desired to 
remain unknown contacted Deacon George w. Tuttle in 1884, 
and stated that he desired the Deacon's assistance in 
founding a free public library in Littleton. The ~entleman 
said that he was willing to donate $10,000 for this library 
if certain conditions were met. Mr. Tuttle immediately 
contacted several prominent citizens t o aid i n this project. 
About this time, Dea.con Tuttle became serious l y ill and 
died. However, he passed the name of the anonymous donor 
to his son-in ... law before his death. 
At a citizens' meeti ng, held on Mar ch 23, 1885 , the 
donor 's terms were announced5 The conditions stipulated 
11 
were as follo~vs: 
"(1) The Town of Littleton was to ~ppropriate 
~ 10 , 000. (2) The citizens were to raise $2500 by 
subs cription. (3) The d.onor would contribut e ~;no,ooo 
providing that the building was known as the Reuben 
Hoar Lib ary . Half of the donated money was to be 
immediately invested i n books. The other half was to 
be kept as a fund , and the interest w~s to be spent 
ye arly in books to augment the libra r y . ( 4 ) ifone of 
the donated money w&s t~ be expen ed on the buil ing, 
i'In Letters, .Art icles and }To tes on the Tov~ n Hall-Li rary, 
Vol .. ~ I, A collecti on of i te.ms pertainine; to the founding 
of the Reuben Hoar Librc-.ry, Litt leton, Massachus e tts. 
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and the town was to assu.rrl all ttending exp .nses an 
i nsur nee on the oaks .. (5) The li r ~ ry ~ d its fu, s 
wee to be in charge of sev en trus tee B, -~t ~e ministers 
of t~1e Unit rian, Ortho ,ox ~nd Ba.Jtist Church~s, 
l ayman f r om each chu:r-ch · nr one selectnan .. " 
A town eetinz wa s held in 1885 to see if the 
to··.rn ,Juld ::tccept the terms and a pr priate the 111 - eJ. 
Althou 1 most of the i250 to e !'aised by su script"on had 
been ·· ledged, t here was considerable bickering before the 
terms wBre accepted. The townspeople voted to build a 
combined town hall-li rary with the ~10:;00:) that was 
appropriated. 
It took two ears to construe the buildi ng due to 
fi nanc i .1 di ffi cu l ties o_ the part of the con tr .ctor .. 
Hot ever, on July 28, 1887 t he building was dedicate • Lhe 
uilding was located approximately on the site of the 
present town hall. 
At the dedication a letter sent by the founder 
explaining the reason for his ·ift was read. He vro te: 
".n.bout fifty years ago a resident of Littl to , 
(Reub en Houghton, owner of the Ce_tr. Store) became 
i .vol ve d and was obliged to f e.i 1 in b1·s iness. 
Reuben :oar being his largest creditor was made 
assignee.. Af ter looki ne over the asse t s n f inding 
that if sufficient time was given they might realize 
just about enough money to pay all the debts in full, 
Hr. Hoar said to the man, ' I <fill make you my agent ; 
go on collec t and distribute unti l you have paid. all 
their jus t due, and if their i :':3 nothing left I vrill 
furnish •ou with the CP >i tal to start again. ' 
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During the next two years the businees was 
managed with the most rigid economy, during which time 
I~tr .. Hoar prove d wise counsel and generous in help. 
·when t he estate had been ;:;et t led leavine a 
s u:'fi cicn t ::ro.rplu s to :JC:.""J Vr. HoB,r 1i s legal and 
,:;.roper c o:rrrrnis s ion as as signee, he refused a l l com:p ns a -
ion .. 
It i s from careful use of t h a t small residue by 
two t;ener2.tions that t he r<1ec:.ns J::,8.Ye been B.cqu ired. v.ri th 
which to fo u.nd thi s Libr <·, ry in ~.Lonor of Reuben ~ - O&.r .. 
11 By the Donor" 
This letter b y Vlilli arrJ. 3. Houghton to the people of 
the Town of Littleton te lls t he re~s on for the gift, ut 
the story behind it remains inc omplete. Reuben ~ughton, 
after be'ng cleared of financial difficulties with the a id 
of 1 euben Roar, moved. to East on where he beca."'!le a successful 
merchant. His son, William, the donor of the library, 
becane very successful in the boot and shoe industry with 
the firm of ous hton c:.nd Coolidge of Boston.. W'i lli2.r.1 hEd 
l1eard his father attribute his success in life to the 
kindness and wise guidc: .. nce of Reuben Hoar, and he felt that 
he would like to present this gift in gratitude for the 
services rendere d to ... ... is family. On the day of the dedi -
cation Mr. Houghton's name wc:ts known, but none of the 
speakers mentioned the fami ly name in order to oblige h i m,. 
1/Letter from William Stevens Houghton to the people of 
Littleton, Massachusetts, dated J uly 1887, in Letters, 
Articles and l"'otes on the Town Ha ll - Library, Vol. I, A 
collection of items pertaining to the founding of the 
Reuben Hoar Library, Littleton, Massachusetts. 
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With 2200 volumes purchased , c lassif i ed and ar r anged, 
the library was officiallJ opened to the public a few days 
after the dedication. Miss Sa,r ah W'hi te be cc.une the first 
librarian, holding that posi ti on for twenty years . 
The Houghton fa,mi ly' s generosity did not stop wi t h the 
donation of the Reuben Hoar Library however.. On May 9, 1894, 
Elizaberth G. and Clement Hough ton , the chi l dren of 
·villiam Stevens Houghton and the grandchildren of 
Reuben Houghton, proposed that a library building be built 
by them. I t was to be known as the Houghton Memorial 
Building, or by some other appropriate name, and its 
proposed location was the spot of the present site of our 
library. They . also stipulated the f ollowing conditions : !I 
"(1) The Reuben Hoar Library would be housed i n 
t he buildine;. (2) The building would always be us ed 
· as a public library. (3) The Town of Littleton would 
assume the taxes, insurance and ma i ntenance of the 
building." 
The tJwn vo ted t o accept this offer, and the ground 
fo r the ne 1 buil di~g v·ras broken in ~ptember 1894. 
Clement Ho :.tghton stated that his father, Will iam; had 
intended to bui ld a library building f or the town, but had 
died before he could begin this project. Therefore, the 
children decided to fulfill his wi she s as a memori a l to h im. 
i/In Letters, Articles and ... Tote s on the Reuben Hoar Library, 
Vol. II, Collection of the Reuben Hoar Library , Littleton, 
Massachuse t t s . 
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This building, a one and one -half story structure of 
romanesque and colonial style was dedicated on December 4, 1895 .. 
The total cost of the structure was ~25,000. The Reuben Hoar 
Library when moved from the Town Hall-Library consisted of 
about ?000 volumes. The library today containes about 
19,000 volumes~ 
Many residents a.nd fo r mer residents have been generous 
in respect to donations to the library. The oil portrait of 
George w. Sanderson, (who aided Mr. Clement Houghton in his 
gift of the building) was donated by his family., Samuel 
Smith's heirs gave many of his valua.ble .possessions to the 
library . The antique clock whi ch dates back to 1813 was 
purchased by subscription in 1896~ In 190? Nahum Harwood 
and John :Murray Sprague each made a bequest of ~ 10 00 to the 
library. In 1926 Bradford Sampson left .~5000 for t he 
purchase of books .. 
In the middle of the nineteenth century , Dr. George 
Shattuck of Boston, a descendant of the first minister in 
Littleton, offered to dante a" library if the town would 
construc t a fireproof building . This of fer was re jec ted . 
Therefore, in 1854 he presented the town with five shares 
i n the Boston Athenaeum Librc:;.ry. This gift enabled the 
townspeople to call on the great resources of the Boston 
library ~ However, t hese shares were little usedt and so 
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the town voted to sell four of the shares and place the 
money i n a library fund in 190?. The sale netted thi s fund 
~p 2000. One share whi ch has a special privilege grant has 
been retained by t he library. Th is grant allows Littleton 
the s a~e privileges as when i t he l d t he five shares. 
Many others have donHted noney, portra.i ts c-~nd. his t or j cal 
objects to t h e library. Through the various li rexy f unds 
man- new books are added to t he she lve s each year. 
Lyceum.-- All ·1ee.rning does not t ake ple.ce in t h e school 
ro om.. We learn while at home , at work, at pl8,y and at social 
gatherings. It was therefore with good judgement that the 
leading citizens of the town cho se the Lyceum a,s a means of 
dispensing worthwhi le entertainment along educational lines. 
The word lyceum is derived from the Greek word 
Lykeion whi ch was given to an outdoor grove and gymnasiu~ 
in ancient Athens. Aristo tle taught at this great gymnasium 
for it was a school for higher education preparatory to the 
work a t the university. Later, this word was applied to 
associations for literary a.nd educational improvement. 
Today, in the United States a.nd Canada; this le.ter meaning 
has pret t y nearly supplanted its more primitive significations. 
At the turn of the nineteenth century, one Josiah 
Hasbrook of Connecticut trB.velled throughout 1J!assachusetts . 
delivering lectures on Geology and Mineralogy In his 
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lectures he urged the people of the cities and towns to 
form I~yceums as a mect.ns of popular education. As a result 
of his lectures, a Lyceum was formed in Worcester County 
in 1826. This was the first Lyceum in the United States. 
Others soon followed with Littleton being one of the 
earliest organizations. By 1834 there were over 3000 
Lyceums in the various cities and towns throughout the 
nation. 
The Littleton Lyceum.-- The people of Littleton were 
fortunate in having the Reverend Mr . Vlhite as their 
minister at this time, for he, with . the aid of the other 
leading men of the community, was very instrumental in 
11 
forming the local Lyceum.. Mr. ~Nhi te is todc-q considered 
the f ather of the local Lyceum .. He served as its president 
during the first twenty-three years of i ts existence~ 
The Littleton Lyceum was organized at a meeting he l d 
in the Center School on December 21, 1829. T1ere were many 
preliminary meetings before the society began to function. 
At these meetings a constitution was ado:pted, and the first 
officers vvere elected. Mr. White was elected :£)resident, 
the Reverend A~asa Sanderson, first vice-ilresident, 
Jona t han Hart~:vell, second v i ce-:. re s ident and Colonel Nah um 
Harwood, tr easurer. 
i/-'~erbert J. Harwood, An Hi storica.l Sketch of the Town of 
Littleton, Published by the author, 1890, p. 24 .. 
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The object of the Lyceum. is probably best stc;.ted in 
11 
the preamble of its constitution. It states, 
"1,Ve, the subscribers, feeling desirous of 
affording every possible facility for the improvement 
of our schools, fee l ing thst i~portance of personal 
cultivation and the general diffusion of useful 
knowledge, and believing these objects can be best 
accomplished by united and continued ef f orts, agree 
to form a. society, under the nc:une of the Littleton 
L ceu.."!.l." 
On J anuary 5, 1830 the first public prograr.1 was 
presented, which consisted of parsing, criticism and 
readings from the North American Review.. Since the first 
.vubl ic meeting, such famous figures as Ralph ·ilaldo Emerson, 
Oliver Wendell Holmes and Doctor Endicot t Pea.body have 
visited I.i ttleton and presented pro&:rams at the Lyceu.m. 
Its programs have chcmged with t he times, so that to &:y a 
more 1ort.1while entertain.r1ent is presented, omitting deb tes 
and discussions on politics, etc. of the previ ous decades. 
The Lyceum is a non- profit organization having no 
permanent fund. All money has been raised either by 
popular subscription or through the sale of a,dmission 
tickets. Now and then some spirit minded citizens have 
dona ted sums of money to the Lyceum.. 1'lhen this has 
happened, offerings of the Lyceum hav e been presented to 
the public at no charge . At no time has the admission fe e 
i?Li ttleton Lyceum Asso ciation, "Notes of the Secretary of 
the Littleton Lyceum, 18?9- 1950 . 11 Unpublished. 
been excessive. It has always · kept its admission prices 
well within the reach of each citizen of this community. 
vVhen it has had surplus funds, the Lyceum coru~ittee has 
used this money to purchase equipment o~ an educational 
value to the c o~~unity. 
The citizens of this community may l ook with pri de 
at the record of the Lyceum. It is the only one in our 
nation whi ch has carried on eince its beginning without 
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an interruption. It continues to be the means of bringing 
the best of talent to the citizens of Littleton at 
extremely low prices. 
Summary 
When the first schools were established in 1725, 
classes were conducted in privat e homes. As the years 
pass ed , school houses were built in the various sections 
of town These buildings were consoli dated as our means 
of transportation improved .. Today all the schools of 
Littleton are located in the same building. 
Due to the generosity of the Houghton f amily, Littleton 
first received the Reuben Hoar Library and then, in 1895, 
the Houghton Memorial Bui lding . Many townspeo.ple cmd former 
townspeople hav e been generous in their donations and 
bequests to the local library. 
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The Littleton LyceQm was established i 1 1829 under the 
leadership of the Reverend William ~~ite. It has presented 
a program every season for the last 123 years. No other 
Lyceum in our nation can claim this distinction. 
Activities 
1. Com:gosition: Write a compositi on comparing the 
life of a student in the colonial schools with your life 
today. , 
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2. Car toon: Perhaps you would like to make a cartoon 
showing the struggle of the towns people to locate the 
schools on a sati s f a ctory site to all* 
3. Panel Dis cus sion : Three or four members of the 
class might like to form a panel to discuss the merits of 
the argumen ts whi ch defe a.ted t he proposed high s chool in 
1899. 
4 .. Ti me chart. Ma_e a time chart showi ng the growt 
i n the school enrollment in Littleton in the la~t f ift · 
y ars. You may b e interested in m king a simila.r chart 
showing the national growt h in order to compare Li ttleton 
·vi th t he nation. 
5. Composition . Write a composition discussina t he 
enefits derived f rom the state and community contra of 
our s chools. If you feel that f ederal control would be 
more b eneficial sta te your beliefs . 
6. Chart. M2ke a char t showing the names of tAe 
members of your s chool COITJ!l1 i t tee, your superinten ent, .n 
our ) rinci:p2ls. Be able to tell how each obt::'lL.e _i s 
o ition .. 
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7 Tir-:e C" art.. lfake a time chart showinc the v arious 
.li r~ries in Li ttl e ton ~ 
8 . Cartoon~ Dra ~ a carto•n stri sho i n~ h ow t1e 
g if t of t e Reu en Hoar Library ca.""Tie a.bout. 
9. Picture. Drc...w a lli cture of t he dedi ce.ti on o t!le 
10 . Yisi t. Hake a visit to t h e ::.'euben Hoc r Li r:=o.ry 
a 1d b come fan1iliar with the -nti re lYuilding.. Perhaps you 
.ro l d like to draw a iagrarn of the i nte ior of the buildi nc< . 
1. Research .. Inquire ~ bo t the Boston Athenae . 
Li r & y and the benefits a llow d Litt eton a t thi ., . 
.J.l rar • 
Prepare to present ~our find "ngs o t he cl as s. ,. .. liLT .. rury, 
i b r ria·1 at the Reub en Hoar Libr~ry, will be gl··.d to 
assi s t y ;:; • 
2 .. · Visit .. ~ttend a progrB~ pre s ented b' t~e Littleton 
rceum and repor t to t_ e class. Compare t he pro .... r .m - ou 
a ttended with programs of tle past .. 
13a Chart. P epare a chart showing the im ortan t 
the Littleton Historical Society, volume one, wil aid you 
in this proj ect ., 
14. There may be ot~er projects you wish to undertake~ 
Make your suggestions to t1e teacher and receive he 
approval 'before you go on., 
CHAPTER V 
RELIGION 1?14-1950 
Overview - Religion in the United States 
Many of the early settlers of the New World had come 
t0 America to escape the religious persecution of Europe. 
After finding religious freedom for themsel-Tes, they sought 
to deny it to others. Many of the new colonies required 
religious tests in order to Tote, taxes to support the 
state church, and compul3ory church attendance for their 
inhabitants. However, there were always some of the 
settlers who preferred other forms of worship, and as their 
numbers increased, the state goTernments were forced to 
tolerate them. 
Maryland, a colony founded for persecuted Catholics, 
and PennsylTania were the first to grant religious freedom, 
( 
but they granted it only to Christians. Rhode Island, 
founded in 1636 by Roger Williams, was the first colony 
to hs.Te religious liberties. 
When the American ReTolution drew to a close, it also 
ended the era of state churches in .America. With the 
... 92-
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adopti0n of the Bill of Rights in 1?91, religious freedom 
was enhanced, for Amendment I forbids our federal government 
from :passing laws restricting religious liberties. 
Today we point out with pride the religious freedoms 
that exist in the United States, and the fact that we have 
a large degree of separation between the church and the 
st8,te. 
The early church ~rt Littleton.-- The Reverend John Eliot 
was the first man to enter Littleton and provide its 
inhabitants with religious ins truction. At tllat time, as 
you know, the area was known as . Nashoba, and its inhabitants 
were the Nashoba Indians. Eliot's work resulted in settling 
the restlessness and the disposi t i0n to resist authority 
on the part of the Indians. Many of them joined the church 
at Concord as a result of his efforts. 
One of the main reasons for the incerporation of the 
Town of Littleton in 1?14 was the desire of its inhabitants 
to establish a church. This church was completed in 1?1?, 
and t he Reverend Benjamin Shattuck was the first minister 
of the town. This was the only church in Littleton for 
almost one hundred years. 
Early services.-- The observance of the Sabbath began 
on Saturday afternoon, and no work was done during that 
afternoon and the following day. Since the church had no 
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bell, the inhabi tants were probably summoned by the rolling 
of a drum or the call of . s. trumpet. There was no hea t in 
the town church until 1818 when two s t oves were installed. 
All inhabitants were obliged to attend church unless 
they were severely ill. The church conducted morni ng and 
afternoon services which lasted from about six to eight 
hours. In the morning the Bible wae read and explained, 
. and psalms were sung. The sermon was deliTered in the 
afternoon, and services were closed with prayers. Tl1ese 
sermons were usually two or three hours long. About 18? 8, 
.!1 
one serTice was introduced i n the churches of the town. 
One hour was taken off at noon so that the congregation 
might eat. During this time, the people visited one 
another to exchange news, and the men tended to their 
horses. Sunday school was conducted for the children at 
this time. 
The Protes t ant Churches 
In keepi ng with the cus tom of their time, the early 
settlers had no separation between town and church affairs. 
This condition existed in Littleton for oTer 100 years. 
The local meeting house served as both the town ha~l and 
lli3e"nnett Sanderson, 11 Centennial of Orthodox Congregational 
Church, May ~4, 1940", Unpublished paper, Littleton, 1940. 
the church, and the minister was expected to be a leader 
in pol i tics as well aB religion. 
A chang~ took place in American philosophy follewing 
the ReTolutionary War, and the town governments began to 
separate from the church. This !!Separation took place 
officially in Littleton on April 5, 1835. 
The Baptist Society.-- The first religious group to 
break away from the established church was the Baptist 
about 1818. In that year, the town minister granted 
three or four families permission to hold meetings on the 
Sabbath but not during the week. This small group from 
!I 
Littleton joined a similar group from Weetford and 
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erected a stone altar on Nashoba Hill where their meetings 
were held until the early spring of 1819. Here, they 
prayed for the revival of religion in both towns. They 
gained about forty converts in Littleton and a similar 
number in Weetford. Students from Andover Academy aided 
them in their efforts to establish their religion. 
Mr. Benjamin Willard of Harvard began preaching in 
Littleton and the surrounding townB in 1819. The towns-
people voted to allow this society to use the meeting 
house and the West School for their gatheringB. 
1/Herbert J. Harwood, An Historical Sketch of the Town of 
Littleton, Published by the Author, Littleton, 1890, p. 19. 
On March ?, 1822, when it was felt that there was a 
sufficient number of Baptists in Littleton ·to establish a 
church, this group withdrew from the Harvard Church. 
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The town minister, Mr. Foster, had strenuously objected 
to the establishment of the Baptist Church, for he believed 
that he was, and should 'be, the only minister of the town. 
In spite of his efforts, the church was established, 'but 
it did not 'become orthodox until after his death in 182?. 
The Reverend Amasa Sanderson was ordained as their 
!I 
minister in 1823. It was largely through his efforts that 
Baptist churches were established in Groton and South Groton. 
He also played a very important role in the establishment 
of the Littleton Lyceum. 
The first church was built about one and one-half 
miles west of the present building. It was a brick structure 
without a steeple or stained glass windows to identify it 
as a church. Inside, it is reported, there was a gallery 
around three sides, and mention has 'been made of a huge 
pulpit with a sounding board above. This church was 
destroyed 'by fire in 1840, and during the next year, a 
wooden structure was 'built at the Oommon. 
i/G. E Crouse, (Chairman) Historical Sketch of the First 
Baptist Church, Littleton, Massachusetts, 125th Anniversary, 
1822-194?, Published by the Society, Littleton, 194?, p. 2. 
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T".ne church was remodelled in 18?0, and a Testry was 
added. The building was again remodelled in 1902-1903 in 
order to give it its present day appearance. Services were 
conducted in the North School while this work was being 
done. It was during tnis eec0nd remodelling period that 
Mr. Willirun Flagg of New York, son of Abel Flagg of 
Littleton, donated the clock which is in the tower. The 
interi0r of the church was repainted, and the gallery 
closed in 1943. 
It is of interest to note that the ps,rsonage was 
secured in 1861, and the church incorporated in 1904. 
The church has many important organizations within 
itself. The Sunday School was organized in 1823, and the 
Christian EndeaTor Society was formed a.bout the same time. 
No date can be found for its organization, but it is known 
to be one of the earliest of the Baptist Societies. In 
1836, the "Female Benevolent Society" was formed. This 
became the "Sunshine Club" s.bout twenty-five years ago. 
The "Women's Miesionary Society" was orgB.nized in 1879. 
The church has neTer been le.rge, but it has played a 
Tery important role in community affairs. There were 151 
church members in 194? when it celebrated ite 125th anni-
Tersary. 
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The Congregational Church.-- There were many people in 
the town about 1830-1840 who differed in opinion with 
Mr. Foster, the town minister. A great deal of religious 
discussion to~k place during this period. As a result, 
another group, the Congregationalists, s.eparated from the 
town church. Those who remained with the town church were 
later known as the Unitarians. Mr. White, Mr. Foster's 
successor, attempted to keep one church, but his efforts 
were in vain. 
Despite these breaks, it is reported that feelings 
between the churches were quite cordial. Ylhen the 
Congregationalists ordained their first minister, 1~ . James 
Bryant, the ceremony took place in the Unitarian Church 
with both the Uni tari~m and Baptist choirs participating. 
The Ecclesia.stical Council for the Congregational 
11 
Church was organized on March 23, 1840. Three men were 
instrumental in organizing the church. They were: 
Otis Jlmnning, James Kimball and Tholllt\ Tuttle. All three 
served as deacons in this church, and Deacon Kimball gave 
the 3ociety the land for the first church. 
The first church service was held on March 23, 1840 
in Deacon Kimball's home (now Mr. Hager's farm), and the 
Baptist choir furnished the music. Services were later 
1/Bennett Sanderson, op. cit. 
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conducted over a store near our present library, until the 
church was dedicated on .Tuly 1, 1841. 
The original church was located on the site of the 
present structure, but it was much smaller and nearer the 
road. The early members bought their pews and purchased 
their horsesheds through an auction. 
Improvements were made gradually on this building. 
In 1865 a room was built in the cellar in order to install 
two heaters. The first organ was purchased in 1882. 
Mr. Augustus P. Hager donated in 1899 additional land on 
which to moTe the church. A year later the church was 
moved forty feet from the road, and the last additions to 
the .horsesheds were made. During this yeB.r the old organ 
was sold and a new one secured. The organ was pumped by 
hand by one of the members until 1905 when a mechanical 
blower was installed. In 190? gas lighting was introduced, 
and was replaced by electricity in 1921. The most recent 
major improTements were made in 1949 when the kitchen was 
enlarged and modernized, and the vestry was repainted. 
This church was one of the first to have a woman 
minister ordained in the Congregationalist Society in 
New England. In 1894 the ReTerend .Amelia A. Frost W8,s 
elected pastor succeeding her husband who was elected 
pastor of a nearby community. She remained pastor of 
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the church in Littleton for six and one-half years, but was 
forced to resign when her husband accepted a church in 
Rutla.nd, Massachusetts. There is ;;. gree.t deal of evidence 
to show t hat she was a very effective leader, for during 
her pastorate, her 150 followers contributed $1,800 for 
beneTolent purposes, and in 1900 the entire church was 
rebuilt. Mrs. Frost died in 1915 at her home in Andover, 
!I 
Massachusetts. 
There are many important organizations within - the 
church which render services to its members and others. 
The Sunday Schoel was established from the very beginning 
in 1841, and in 1844 a sewing circle was sta.rted under the 
leadership of Mrs. Bryant, the minister's wife. About 1902 
this circle was converted into the "United Workers" by the 
Reverend and Mrs. Havens. The "United Workers" were 
divided into three groups: (l) The "Congregational Church 
Club" for social activities. (2) The "American Club" for 
home missions. (3) The "Outlook Club" for foreign missions. 
The first is~ill in existence and is now aided by the 
"Social Cirele, 11 an assembly of women, who organized in 1915. 
The latter two have agai n been combined into the "United 
Workers Mission Study Group." 
1/Littleton Library, "Scrapbook collection of items 
pertaining to Littleton, MB.esachusetts," Vol. 1911-1915. 
Other important organizations are the "Christian 
EndeaTor Society" organized in 1895, andthe three young 
people's societies: (1) The "Theta Chi Beta." formed in 
1922 for the young married members. (2) The "Chi Alpha" 
formed in 1924 for the members of high school age. 
(:3) The "Anchor Club" organized in 1938 for the younger 
high school members. 
The church has increased from thirty-two members in 
1840 to approximately 141 active members in 1940. The 
parsonage on King Street was purchased in 1872, and in 
1935 the church was incorporated. 
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The Unitarian Church.-- As mentioned previously, the 
townspeople who remained loyal to Itt. Foster and Mr. White 
during the 1830 's and 1840's remained together to form the 
Unitarian Church. Thus, we see that this church evolved 
from the town church and can trace its history ba.ck to 
1717 when the community was settled. 
The town meeting house, as you can recall, was moved 
to Ridge Hill, the site of the }resent Unitarian Church, 
in 1?42. This church was rebuilt in 1794 and again in 1841. 
This building contains timbers of the early meeting house. 
Throughout the years various repairs have been made on the 
building and gave it its present appearance. 
_ Boat on Uni ve rs L t y 
ic~ool of Educatio~ 
\-•- ~ibraq 
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The societies within the church rank with the oldest 
in the town. Sunday School was established in 1828 and the 
"Ladies Chari ta.ble Society," known since 1912 as the 
11 
"Women's Alliance," was formed in 1830. The year 1882 
found the "Back Log Club" bei!1g organized and two years 
later the "Argo Club" was formed for the young people . 
' The church celebrated its 200th Anniversary in 1914 
in conjunction wit~ the 200th Anniversary of the founding 
of Littleton. Today the Unitarian Church has approximately 
160 active members. 
J•!issionar ies.-- llention must be made of the various 
pastors and to·wnspeopl e who have left Littleton to spread 
christianity throughout the world. 
The outstanding individual undoubtedly was James 
I 
Churchill Brycmt, the first Congregationalists minister in 
Littleton. Mr .. Bryant was educated at Amherst and Andover y 
Theological School prior to accepting his fi~st pastora te 
in Littleton. He remained as the local pastor for fiv e and 
one-half years, and upon leaving Littleton, he entered into 
missionary work. In 1846 he left Boston for Port Natal in 
South Africa. where he began hi3 work among the Zulu tribes. 
1/Clerks' Records of the Uni.tarian Church, Littleton, 
lias sachuset ts. 
g/Bennet t Sanderson , op. cit. 
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His w~rk there proved as important as that of the Apostle 
Eliot in Littleton. Before his death in 1850, he had 
written a grammar, and tran~lated parts of the Bible into 
the Zulu language. 11:r .. Bryant was buried near his mission 
in South Africa. 
Others connected with Littleton who haTe contributed 
to the mission field were: Caroline Sewall in China, 
Corina Shattuck in Turkey and Charles Hinton in Burma. 
The Catholic Church 
The early Catholic families of the community were 
obliged to traTel to St. Mary's Church in Ayer in order 
to attend services. As their number increased, they u ere 
granted the use of the town hall for their services. 
St. Anne's Parish .. -- In 1914 a mission church was 
erected and the Reverend Thomas McGinn of Ayer was 
des ienated its pastor. On Sundays either the pastor or the 
curate from Ayer would conduct one Mass in Littleton. The 
increase in the number of Catholics, both in the community 
and among the summer residents caused the church officials 
to appoint the Reverend Jos eph Dunn pastor in Littleton in 
November 1945. 
11 1 04 
The Reverend Charles E. Sheridc:m replaced Fe.ther Dunn 
in January 1946, and a rector y was purche.sed on King Street 
i n 194? . The interior of the church was decorated in 1949, 
and plans are being made to renovate the basement. 
Atterttion must be called to the rapid growth of t~e 
church population since the close of World War I I . In 1946 
the church membership was 31 3 individuals~ Today i t has 
i ncreased to over 1000 individuals. 
Other Denominations in Littleton 
The :Millerites or Union!s ts. -- In 1840 the member s of 
the Eaptist Church invited the Reverend Wil liam Miller to 
lecture on the second coming of Chris t. As a r es ult of hi s 
stirring talk, "Mi llerism" prevailed very strongly among 
the members of the church. 11Millerism" i s the term g iven 
to the beliefs of the Reverend Mi ller and hi s follower s, 
who believed that God would appear on t he ea.rth, and the 
world would end about 1843. They went as fe:.r as setting 
a specific time for this event to take place. 
This belief also had a great following of people in 
the surrounding t owns. The Reve r end Mi ller ur ged his y 
followers to donate generous l y to the cause, and many 
I/Informat ion regarding St . Anne 's Pari sh receiv~d in 
personal interview with the Reverend Father Sher1dan, 
Pastor of St. Anne' s Parish. 
~Herbert J- Harwood, op. cit ., P• 20. 
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of them contributed ,jewelry, money, keep-sakes and family 
heir-looms while under the influence of the meetings.. With 
this money, they built buildings in Groton, from ·w·hich they 
intended to depart from the earth on the great day. They 
also had a C?Jnp ground on the south side of the Harvard 
Road where they held their meetings. This ground wa.s a 
very attractive place. It had a huge wooden pulpit made 
of rough boards with pictures hung on it symbolizing the 
Second Advent Prophecies. In the background were tents . 
This camp could hold hundreds of people • 
.As the time appr oached for the appearance of God, the 
Millerites could be seen dressed in their best attire, 
c8.rrying l aundry baskets filled with their v~.luables 1 
heading fo r the buildings in Groton. The con'\'"erts refused 
to harvest their crops and gave away their cattle a nd 
household equipment. 
The Millerites huddled in Groton and waited for the 
appearance of God.. The predicted time came and went, and 
finally the people surrendered to the fact that God would 
not appear. They t hen returned to their homes and their 
church, poorer but a great deal wiser~ Many of the 
residents of this area felt that the Reverend Mr. Miller 
was a very sincere man despite the failure of his 
predictions. 
The Universalists. -- About 1830 the Universalists 
Society appeared in Littleton. They held their meetings 
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in the Old Center School and in Cha.rnerle.in' s Hall (above 
the Center Store). In 1846 they bought the meeting house 
which the Unionist (Millerites) had built a few years 
previous. The meeting house was burned in 184? after which 
the Universalists dispersed. 
Conclusion.-- Littleton, as most cities and towns in 
the United States, has residents of all religious denomi-
nations. 1~.ny prefer other churches than the four presently 
established in the town. Some residents travel to Ayer to 
the Christian Science, Federated or Episcopal Churches 
locat ed there. 
The people of Littleton have been fortunate in finding 
clergymen who are deeply intere3ted in town affairs as well 
as religion. They have contributed much to the educational 
~.nd social actiTi ties of the town with little thought in 
regard to specific denominations. They haTe always worked 
together when called upon to help make possible better 
living together in the American way in Littleton. 
Summary 
The Revolutionary War found a separation taking place 
between the churches and the local governments. The 
separation in Little ton took place in 1835. Once the 
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church was independent, its members began to have different 
religious opinions. Those who did not agree with the 
majority usual ly left and formed their own church. 
The first to leave the established church in Littleton 
were the Baptists who established their own church in 1823. 
Seventeen yea.rs later the town church members ag&.in h:;~.d a. 
difference of opinion. This resulted in the formation of 
the Unitarian and Congregational Churches. The group 
which remained with the town church became known as the 
Unitarians. The miss i on work of these churches has always 
been important. The most famous missionary connected with 
Li ttleton is James c. Bryant, the first pastor of t he 
Congregational Church, who did important work e~ong the 
Zulu tribes of South Africa. 
The Catholic Church is the most recent religious 
building in the town, being erected in 1914. It was a 
mission church of Ayer until 1945 when a local pastor was 
appointed. 
Other denominations have attempted to establish 
churches in town. "Millerism" prevailed during the 1840's 
when the town was excited by the predictions of the 
Reverend William Miller. The Universalist Society attempted 
to establish a church in Littleton from 1830 to 184? but 
declined after their church was destroyed by fire in 1847. 
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People of many denominations have settled in Littleton. 
Some travel elsewhere in order to attend the church of 
choice. Regardless of their relieious beliefs, both the 
clergymen and the congregations have put aside their 
differences in order to make Littleton a better cownunity 
in which to live. 
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Activities 
1. Ma~. Make a map of the original thirteen colonies 
showing those colonies founded for religious reasons. 
2. Debate. As townspeople in the 1830's-1840's 
prepare a, debate on the problem, "Should the town of 
Littleton accept more than one denominational church 
within its boundries? 11 
3. Time chart. Prepare a time chart showing the 
various religions which have exi sted in Littleton. 
4. Compos ition. Write a composition justifying 
the separation between the church and the state. 
5. Cartoon. Draw a cartoon showing the Millerites 
preparing for the coming of Christ. 
6. Drawing. Sketch or paint the camp grounds of the 
Millerites as you think it l ooked in 1842. 
?. There may be other projects you wish to undertake. 
l.t!ake your suggestions to the t eacher and receive her 
approval before you go on. 
CHAPTER VI 
LITTLETON 1900-1950 
Overview '"' Events of the Twentieth Century 
The twentieth century has been very eventful in the 
history of our nation. During the first fifty years a 
great canal was built, two major wars fought and a nation-
wide depression was experienced. Yet, an extension of 
democracy had been acni eved, for laws were passed granting 
women suffrage, the direct election of senators and grea ter 
privileges to the minorities here in the United States. 
From 1904 to 1914, the eyes of the world watched us 
build the Panama Can~,l after the French had failed. At 
home our government was busy destroying undesirable 
business monopolies. When Europe went to vrar in 1914, we 
attempted to remain neutral, but 1917 found American 
soldiers fighting in France on the side of the Allies. We 
emerged victorious in the conflict with the Central Powers, 
but probably lessened our chance of preserving the peace 
when we failed to join the Lea.gue of Nations. 
-110-
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We enjoyed a period of post war prosperity from 1918 
to 1929 with the majority of the people believing that it 
would never end. However, ih 1929 the end came, and the 
United States found itself in a serious depression. We 
elected an administration which ha,s remained in power until 
today, and which made every effort to relieve the depression 
in the thirties. The Federal Emergency Relief AdministreJ,ti on 
and the Works Progress Administration with their associated 
agencies came into existence as a means of relieving the 
unemployment problem. When America began to prepare for 
World War II, the depression era slowly disappeared. 
In World War II the United States once more sought to 
"make the world safe for democracy." Thousands of Americans 
served throughout the world, and thousands failed to return 
home. As the war ended, we joined the United Nations in 
order to give it that strength which the League of Nat ions 
lacked. 
Today we are leading the nations of the free world 
in their struggle with Communi sm, while we enjoy another 
period of post-war prosperity at home. 
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Littleton 
Through the late years of the nineteenth century and 
the beginning of the twentieth century, a gradual intro-
duction of improvements in all phases of home and town life 
t ook place. Sidewalks vvere buil t at the Common and Center, 
water pipes were layed, electricity introduced and better 
roads were constructed. 
The automobile.-· The state was gra.nted the right to 
continue its highway along Great Road, a gravel road was 
constructed from the depot to the Common and macadam was 
used t o cover King Street during this period. All of this 
work was done to accomodate those who had adopted the new 
means of transportation--the automobile. 
At first the people of Littleton, like most of the 
population of the United States, considered the automobile 
to be a fad. They greeted the young motorists with the 
popular cry of the time, "Get a horse," and the local 
newspapers made references to the wi se old horse, laughing 
at the disabled autos along the streets of the community. 
The poor condition of King Street was reported due to the 
11 
digging cut of swamped automobiles. 
i/Littleton Library, "Scrapbook collection of items 
pertaining to the Town of Littleton, Massachusetts," 
Vol. 1900- 1905. 
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The automobile was not to be denied however, as proven 
by its use today. The first automobile to be owned by a 
resident of Littleton appeared in 1904, and was the proud 
possession of Doctor Godfrey. In 1909, the assessors 
reported that ten residents owned autos. Two or three of 
these cars could be hired whenever the townspeople desired 
t o ride in the new vehicles. 
During this period the authorities received several 
complaints a.gainst reckless and drunken drivers. The famed 
American author, Winston Churchi ll , received a SQmmons to 
appear in court in 1905 for motoring through Littleton at 
the excessive speed of twenty miles per hour. 
The Littleton Improvemen t Soci ety.-- About 1904 a 
group of the townspeo}le j oined together to form the 
Littleton Improvement Society. Each of the members of this 
society voluntarily contribut ed a day or part of a day eech 
wee!< to beautify the community. Lots vrere graded, trees 
planted, and lamp posts painted. Awards were given to 
re sidents who kept fine lawns~ ~.nd the townspeople wer e 
made conscious of their duties in regard to rubbish , etc. 
T1is societ~r existed for more than a decade and was respon-
sible for a. number of improvements in town. 
An unusual problem~ --The large nQmber of hoboes and 
tre~ps who appeared in Littleton in the early 1900 's 
presented the town with what it considered a gra~e problem. 
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The paj!ers reported that the early treJnps had "marked" the 
easy-going townspeople and were sending their acqua.intanc es 
to them. Some of the residents began to refuse them 
~1andouts, but many gave through fear . Vi11en refus ed aid, 
many of the trarnps bece.ne insolent; and others w·ere accused 
of stealing. In 1905 the selectmen were advised by the 
state overseers of the poor to dis cour&.ge this army of 
11 
tra.velling gentry.. 'rhey, in turn~ asked that the :people 
refuse all help and oblige the wanderers to work for their 
nights lodgings and food. If a tra.7l'lp beca.me insolent, the 
people were to re~ort him to the authorities, and he would 
be arrested and severely punished. This ·move seemed to 
have settled the q,uestion. Since the tramps disliked. work, 
they crossed Littleton off as an "easy mark .. " 
Greater democracy in ~ittleton.-- Democracy was really 
practiced in Littleton during the early portion of the 
twentieth century. In 1908 the selectmen voted to meet on 
the first Monday of every month in order to discuss town 
:politics with any citizen who desired to be heard. The 
Australic:..n Ballot was adopted as the official ballot in all 
town elections in 1910.. In the late 1920's Edith 1{ourse 
Rogers, United States congresswoman representing this 
district, journeyed to Little ton to talk over politi c2l 
problems with her constituents. 
i/Ibid. 
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Social activities.~- Littleton offered its residents 
more entertainment than it does today. However, it must be 
remembered that the townspeople lacked the means of travel 
which now have and were forced to seek their entertaininent 
at home. Band concerts, horrible parades, bicycle races , 
mid-suJn:mer fete s and firevrork displays 'lrere common. Horse 
races were held at the trotting pe,rk on Russell Street, and 
baseball predominated during the summer months. Traveling 
shows such as the "Kicka.poo Indian Vaudeville Act" 
frequently appeared in the town. The residents were 
adequately car ed for as fgr as entertainme nt was concerned 
throughout the year. 
Business during the early t~entie th century.--
Littleton was a very busy community during the first 
quarter of the century. Primarily an agricultural communi ty, 
Littleton shipped orchard and garden goods to Boston for 
further distribution. Little ton was credited with shipping 
more apples than any other community in Massachusetts in 1905. 
Many of these apples were sent to England to .John Mills, a 
11 distributer in London , Liverpool and Glasgow (Scotland). 
Potatoes was · a.nother important i tern on the agri cultural 
shipping list. 
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Industrially, Littleton had a barrel making plant, 
suspender and webbing factory , lactate factory and several 
ice houses. 
Conant-Houghton Company.-- The oldest industry in 
t own is the Conant and Houghton Webbi ng factory which has 
been an integral part of the town for over seventy yea rs. 
The factory, started by Dani e l G. Houghton and Waldo E. 
Conant, was first used for the dried apple industry. The 
first building was situated directly across from the 
v 
present buildings on Great Road~ Later the factory was 
used for makirig both dried apples and vinegar. The old 
building was destroyed by fire in 1892, and the present 
building was erected. This structure has been enlarged 
four times in order to allow for expansion of the elastic 
webbing industry which was then introduced. The Conant-
Ro ugh ton Company is well known in the industry, for there 
are less than one hundred factories of this type in the 
en t ire United States. The company sells to all the well 
known corpor ations in our nat i on. In 1927 the Conant-
Houghton Company was merged with a factory in Lowell. 
However, the Littleton management has remained in the hands 
of members of the Conant family. During the Second World 
War, they made the elastic webbing used in the gasmasks 
and M1 (rifle) eye she:iJd for the allied soldiers. For their 
i!Albert F. Conant, "Reminiscenses of Littleton 1843-1935," 
Unpublished Memoirs, Littleton, 1935. 
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efficiency in production during the national emergency, the 
factory received several "E's" (citations for efficiency) 
from our federal government. 
This company is now known as the United Elastic 
Company. It maintains offices in New York City with its 
factories being located in Easthampton, Lowell and Littleton, 
Massachusetts. 
Water Department.-- 'l'he town began to lay pipelines 
in order to supply its residents with water in 1912. Prior 
to this time, a number of windmills which were used to pump 
water into the homes could be seen in Littleton. Hand pumps 
and buckets were also in common use. 
The original equipment consisted of a pumping station 
located off Whitcomb Avenue, a 280,000 gallon pipestand for 
water storage on Oak Hill and nine driven wells. Ten 
11 
additional wells were driven in 1925. Today electrical 
power is used to pump the water. The original equipment, 
a 200 gallon pump and a two cycle gasoline engine, were 
replaced in 1945. In 1950 an additional standpipe was 
erected in the Long Lake section of town. 
i/Information on Water Dep?..rtment and Electric Light 
Company obtained in personal interview with l!Ir. Alexa.nder 
MacDonald, Superintendent of Water Department, Manager of 
Electric Company from 1920-1950. 
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Today approximately 80 percent of the town is supplied 
wi th water. Only on the outskirts are hand pumps still in 
us e, and the town i s gradually extending i ts pipelines to 
meet these residents. 
Electric Light Company.-- Prior to 1910, the majority 
of the homes in Littleton were lighted by oi l lamps. A 
few of the res i dents used gasoline lamps to supply light. 
Although the nation as a whole was using gas for lighting, 
Littleton was not serviced by a gas company until the early 
1930's when the Boston Consol idated Gas Company extended 
its lines into the town . 
The town voted in 1912 to authorize the newly elected 
light conunission to execute a contra.ct wi t h a nct1.rby 
company in order that Littleton might be supplied with 
electricity. Thi s conunission reached an agreement with the 
Lowell Electric Company vn1ich has continued to supply 
Littleton with t he necessary power. 
The company is a municipal company, owned and operated 
by the town. Therefore, it supplies the community with 
electricity at a very low rate. The town elects three 
cmmnissioners who i n turn appoint a manager to conduct the 
business$ The first manager was J .. Harold Remick who 
served until 1920 when Alexander MacDonald was appointed. 
In order to bui ld a plant the town appropriated 
$8,767 .16 from taxes and floated a $15,000 bond issue. 
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The company has shown a profit since it was established and 
has repaid the entire sum of money borrowed. In additi on, 
it l1as returned to the town approximately $45 ,000 which it 
would have had to pay in taxes had it not been a munic ipal 
company. This return to the town treasurer he.s helped to 
keep the local tax rate low. 
At first, only the center of town was supplied wi th 
electricity, but it was gradually extended throughout the 
com .. muni ty. Only sixteen miles were covered in 1920 as 
compared. to the sixty miles of today.. (This second figure 
includes :Boxborough which was given service in the 1920's.) 
The lines were attached to the poles of the New England 
Telephone and Telegraph Company whenever possible, and the 
t v:o companies are now jointly responsible for the mai n -
tenance of the poles. 
At present the office is located e.t t he pumpi ng 
stat ion off Whitcomb Avenue with its sub-station behind the 
Town Hall. When present plans are completed, a new sub-
station will be built on Hartwell Avenue, and the old 
station will be abandoned. 
:Municipal light companies are not common in the United 
States. Less than fifty exist in Massachusetts at the 
present time. 
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The electric company and the water department are under 
the supervision and direction of the same elected comnlis-
sioners and their appointed ma.na . ger, but each is treated as 
a sepf'.rate department with the manager of the electric 
company known as the Superintendent of the Water Department. 
World War I. -- While Littleton was busy introducing 
water and electricity to its residents, the United States 
became involved in the orld War. As in all our national 
emergencies, the men of the community answered the call to 
arms. A total of ei ghty-two men served in our armed forces, 
but this was not the only effort on the part of the residents 
of the town. They had their "Heatless Mondays," "'llheatless 
Tuesdays," "Meatless Thursdays" and "Gasless Sundays" along 
with the rest of the nation. "Liberty Bonds" were purchased, 
and spending was cut to a.void inflation. 
Littleton, being located seven miles from Fort Devens, 
(then known as Camp Devens), did more for the war effort 
than many of the communities of the nation~ The women 
11 
prepared meals for the men at the post, and dances were 
held for their entertainment. Money was donated for the 
camp library fund by many citizens of the cormnunity. 
l7Littleton Library, "Sc:tapbook collections of items 
perte.ining to Little ton, !.fu.ssachusetts," Vol .. 1915-1920. 
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At home and at social meetings, the women of the 
·community made bandages, sweaters, helmet liners , socks, 
etc .. for the Red Cross, Special Aid Society for American 
Preparedness and the Littleton Branch of War Relief Workers. 
Much of the material produced was forwarded to the men at 
the front. 
\Vhen l~rshal Joffre and other war mission leaders 
vis ited Boston in ~my 1917, t he school children of that 
city waved banners in their honor. Six hundred of the 
banners were made by members of the Special Aid Society 
and the high school pUpils of Littleton. 
In October 1918, an epidemic of influenza struck 
Camp Devens and this area suffered severely. The people 
of Littleton were forced to cancel all public meetings 
ll 
including church services. 
At the close of the war, the townspeople contributed 
a sizable sUm of money fo r the support of the French war 
orphans. 
T~he town voted in 1930 to erec t a monument to the 
memory of those who served in the armed forces during this 
great conflict. This memorial was placed in the park 
between Shattuck and King Streets& On one side of the 
eight ton monument is the town seal and on the other three 
sides are the mJJne s of the eighty-two men who served fr om 
Li ttletona Guns were placed in Hc:~rtwell Park as a n _tunerican 
Legion World War I memorial in 1932 .. 
The 1930's.-- After the industrial boom which existed 
in the United States from the beginning of World Nar I until 
1929, the nation suffered a serious depres s ion which 
effected every community. Although Littleton is primarily 
a residential area, many of its citizens depend upon the 
industr ies of the nearby cities and towns for employment. 
When fact or/ ·work became iml.)OSsi ble to find, and many of the 
allied positions closed, the people of Littleton were 
effected as much as any of the people in the United Sta .. t e s., 
In 1933 the town voted a ten percent cut i n apyro 1 r iati ons , 
wages and salaries of its employees. 
The people of the nation had elected a government that 
ms in touch with all the current problems . Thi s gover11.ment 
at tempted to r elieve t his drast ic depression through several 
federal aGencies . These agencies were as active i n Littleton 
as i n the other par t s of the country. 
The Federal Emergency Relief Administra.ti on was cr eated 
b y our federal .r;;:overnment in 1933, and its admini strator in 
'-' 1/ 
Lit tle ton was WElter Titcomb.- Under this l)rogre ...m free art 
.1/Littlet ~n Library , O i). cit. , Vol . 1930-1935. 
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classes were givent bad trees cut down (property owners 
gave their permission to have these trees removed fror.:t 
their le.nd), and the ~tvood was g i ,ren to the vrel:f'are com.mi t -
t~e i n the town for distribution to the needy. A se~ing 
unit 1!t~s established which mnde clothes to be distributed 
to the needyw The Town Hall, Reuben Hoa_.r Library and Union 
School were painted and many barns were sptayed. Project 
workers layed drain )ipes and installed catch basins along 
the town roads. The Littleton 1 uarant ine station on 
Harwood hvenue w8.s re~opened for cattle from the droucht 
arec::. of the West This ce.ttle WE1.s slaughtered e..nd the 
meat distributed to families throughout New England. 
The Civil Wo r ks Administrat ion was establi shed in 
October 1933 as a branch of the FERA. This Egency was set 
up as a temlJora.ry expedient and was discontinued the 
following spring. It did, however , give work to many who 
might have spent the winter on relief. In Littleton t h e 
old cemetery &.t the Cmnmon vms restored, a nd a ladies 
sewing proje ct was established. Under this agency, men 
were employed to count the automobile s t hat passed through 
the Comr.1on. 
In 1935 the ~R.A. gave way to the WorJ.cs Progress 
Administrator 1Ni th Henry Bond as the local a.dninis trator .. 
Much of the work done by the :U, EP..A was cont inued, but many 
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of the unnecessary jobs were elimina ted. Public lavms .nd 
parks were raked and cared f or, and the surrounding woods 
were cleaned, thus he l ping to prevent forest fire s. A 
school fo r chi ldren of pre-school age was held on Fri days 
and Saturda.ys.. A branch of this prograr'l was the Nat ional 
Youth Adinin i stration whi ch pai d high school students f or 
non-instructional assistance to the teachers and j anitors. 
Several of the Little t on High School students were employed 
under this a ct. After t he hurr ica,ne of 1938, the V'fPA 
granted ~~~ 2800 to employ men t o clec:"r the brush and f al len 
tr ee s in the community. 
Under the Public Works Administration (PVIA), the 
grammar s chool and gymnasium were built. This admi nis tra tion 
provided f or the ere c t ion of public buildi ngs by prive.te 
contractors. Financial assistance was e;iven the town by 
the federal government. 
Many of the men and women employed .on these ~ro jec ts 
were fr om Littleton, but in s ome cases surplus workers from 
other towns were us ed. These federal agencies began to give 
way to private enterprise when war condi tions demanded the 
production of larger qua.nti ties of army equipme nt . 13y 1940 
the F];RA and the VlP.A with their branch organi z~tions had 
disappeared. 
Prohibition in Littleton .... - Littleton in the early 
portion of the 1900's had continually voted no when the 
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question of the sale of intoxicating beverages had appeared 
on the ballot. In 1920 our nation .Passed the Eighteenth 
.Amendment which made illegal the sale of these beverages 
in the United States. The majority of the people i n this 
corrununity undoubtedly felt that this was a desirable move. 
However, nation-wide it proved to be undesirable for it 
bred a quantity of "bootleggers" and other undes i rable 
citizens. In 1933 this C?..mend:ment was repee,led by the 
Twenty-first .Amendment. The forerunner to this repeal was 
the "Beer Act" passed early in 1933. After the passing of 
this act the Tovm of Littleton granted four licenses to 
11 
sell "new beer." When the complete repeal of prohibition 
came, and the licenses expired, t h e town vo ted against 
continueing the sale of these beverages. Since 1934 the 
sale of intoxicating beverages has frequently been entered 
upon the ballot. Every time the citizens of Littleton have 
voted it down by a large majo r ity. 
Sunday law is abolished.,..,_ The town discarded a l)Uri tan 
law in 1934 when it voted 294 to 198 to accept the General 
Laws which permitted certain sports and games on the Lord's 
clay (Sunday). 
1/Littleton Library, "Scrapbook collection of items 
pertaining to Littleton, Massachusetts," Vol. 1930-1935, 
Item in the Lowell Sun, May 5, 1934. 
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The hurricanes.-- Littleton, a long with most of the 
cit i es and towns of the Eastern coest line, was in the path 
of a severe hurricane in 1938 ~ Chimneys were blown down, 
trees uprooted, small buildings blown to pieces, and the 
steeple of the Congregational Church damaged. The apple 
crops of the area were completely destroyed at a tremendous 
f inancial loss to the orchardists. 
A second hurricane appeared in 1944., but da..rnc;,ge was 
sligh t compared to 1938. However, the local orchard owners 
once more suffered heavy crop losses. 
World War II.-- Again in 1941 t h e people of Littleton 
were called upon to aid our nation in war. As in the past, 
the conmunity responded to this call one hundred ~ ercent. 
Vlhi le approximately 190 men and women left to aid the di r ect 
efforts of our armed forces, the men and women at home 
accepted gas and sugar rationing, sewed and made objects 
nee ded by our men in our armed for ces. 
Since it was believed that the war might come to 
America, blackouts were practiced, airpla.ne observers 
trained and an air raid siren pur chased and installed at 
t h e pwnping s tation. A town defense committee vms set up 
under the direction of Harry L. Peavey. In 1942 the town 
voted ~1 44~0 for the equipment and expenses of the program.l/ 
l/Town of I.1i ttleton, Re:g_orts of the Tovrn Officers and 
De:Qartment~ittleton, Massachusetts For Year Ending 
December 31, 1942, Published by the Town, Littleton , 1943, 
p. 15 .. 
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A Sta te Guard Company was f ormed under t he command of 
Henr y Bond who al so served as its r ecrui t ing offi cer . The 
purpose of t his company was to pro t e ct the s t ate in the 
event t h8.t we were i nvaded . Many of the men of the coJTI111uni ty 
who coul d not serve our regular armed f orces served i n t hi s 
c ompany. The State Guar d held weekly dr ills in the school 
11 
gymnasimn, 
Under the auspices of the Red Cross, sewing meetings 
were held, f irst aid instruction given, and blood and money 
were donated to help the war effort. The manual training 
classes of the s chool made ob jects for the soldiers, their 
hospitals, air rn.id she lters, etc .. Money was re.ised to aid 
the United Servi c e Organization (USO) , and many government 
bonds were purchas ed to help f i nance t he war .. 
With most of the men •ay, Ge r man war prisoners could 
be seen in Littleton helping to harvest the 1944 and 1945 
crops. 
War industries in Littleton ..... - The two chief war 
industries were the United Elastic Company and the McElroy 
Manufacturing Corporation. They both received government 
"E's" for efficiency and production~ The McElroy Corporation y 
was awarded the Marconi Memorial Award in 1944 for 
1/Littleton Library, "Scrapbook collection of items pertaining 
to Littleton, l~.ssc:whuset ts, " Vol. 1940 - 1945. 
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manufacturing more wireless telegraph assemblies for the 
United Nations forces than any other company in the world. 
This plant ·was established during the early phases of the 
-...va.r, and is located in the 1Tewtovm section of town near 
Fort Pond .. 
The Town Hall fire.-- In March 1943, while I.ittleton 
was engaged in war activity, fire swept through the Town 
Hall completely destroying its interior. The town records 
were saved, but many of the local organizations that met 
in the building lost their records. Only the bell tower 
of this building, originally built by the Houghtons and the 
town as a conbined library and town hall, remained standing .. 
The present Town Hall fire station was erected upon the 
site of the old buildtng in 1949 ~ 
Littleton Today 
Pop_ulation increase.-- With the end of World War II, 
the residents of Littleton turned to the problems at home 
and have since been busy improving their conwJunity. The 
population has increesed approximately fifty percent i n the 
last decade, for the trend has been for people to 1nove f rom 
the congested districts of the cities to the rural a.reas. 
Littleton has been parti cularly effected by this trend for, 
with its open spaces for gardens, playgrounds and buildings, 
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it has been selected by many people as a suitable area in 
which to build homes. Since 1946 many one-family houses 
with four or five rooms have been erected. Littleton is 
slowly changing from a rural to a strictly residential area. 
The low tax r~te and assessment, its nearness to Boston and 
Fort Devens c:md its na.tural beauty have had a great i nfluence 
u~on this migration into Littleton~ 
Health. -- Littleton has never been large enough to 
support a hospital. Therefore, when, in the late 1920's, a 
com..."!luni ty hospital was proposed in liyer, the townspeople 
gave this project their complete support. At its dedication 
in 1929, Nahum H. Whitcomb spoke on behalf of the people of 
Littleton. The re s idents of this town have donated gener -
ously to all of the fund raising hospital drives, and the 
local physicians serve on its staff. Townspeople use the 
Groton, Lowell and Concord Hospitals as well as the one in 
Ayer whenever hospitalization is necessary. 
Littleton elects a Board of Health comprised of three 
members v ... ho serve for a term of three years with one of its 
members term expiring every year. These officials employ a 
11 
physician and a nurse to care for the townspeople and the 
schools. In addition, Littleton is affiliated wi th the 
Nashoba As socia.ted Boards of Health whos e offices are in f..yer. 
l/Information perta.i nine; to Health Department <?..nd its 
af f it iations obtained in personal interview with 
].irs. Clar issa McCarthy, Town Nurse. 
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The Nashoba Associated Board of Health ca.rries out for 
the towns of this area the same functions as those of a 
city health department. They issue licenses to sell milk, 
f ood, etc. and sample milk and watere They inspect the 
eating establishments, overnight camps , ~.=mel bathing beaches 
of the area* In addition, c linics are conducted at the 
Center in order to as sure better heal th for the c itizens 
of the surrounding towns. The Nashoba Board of Health 
comprises fourteen towns whi ch contribute yearly to its 
suppbrt. Littleton joined this unit in 1949. 
Emplo;ym.ent opportunities in Littleton.-- As previously 
menti oned, Littleton is prima.rily an agri cul tura,l community 
wi th a,:pples as t he principal product. Dur ing the season, 
t he local orchard owners employ many of the local residents 
to pick, pack and transport their cropse Most of the 
s,pp les picked in Littleton are sent to the Nashoba Apple 
Packing Plants in Ayer f or grading, packinb and storage . 
The se plants employ many residents during the apple season. 
However, the demand f or labor in t he apple industry is 
seasonal, therefore, most of our citizens do this work to 
su~)lement their regular incomes. 
The two outstanding industries of Littleton are the 
United Elastic Company and the McElroy Manufacturing 
Cor:po r a.tion . These plants, 8.s previously ment ioned, 1av e 
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won nation-wi de re cogn i ti on. In addition, Littleton is the 
home of Cobb's Pedigreed Chi.cks Incorpora..ti on, a. name known 
throughou t the nation 's chi cken industry. The produc t s of 
the Ne~ England Vi ne gar Wo rks are sold throughout our nation. 
The San-Vel Construct ion Company , Cone~nt Iron ','larks a.nd 
Herpy's Da iry a r e known regionally and l ocally. Locally, 
there are res t··\l rants a.nd diners, :plu.rnbing and hec>.t ing 
establishments, oil, gra~in e.nd ice companies , flo ris t s , 
wood ) roducts and sign sho os, f ood stores and gas ste tions 
and ga.rages which help to keep ma.ny of the re sidents of the 
community gainfull y employed. 
Looking forward.-- Since Littleton was fo unded by the 
white man , its l.J roblems have been me.ny with seYeral :~till 
unsolved. It could become a greater industrial town if it 
desired, however, the trend seems to be towards ma.king 
Littleton a resi dential area. As its population grows, 
i ts problems have grown. Adequate s chools medicEl facil -
i ties, fire ancl ~Jo li c e protec tion, etc. must be l)rovided for 
this influx of population. For the future we see no great 
change in the out~ard appear ance of Littleton~ I t will 
s till reraain a typicc..1 Nevv 3ngl&.nd t ovm with its CoiTll:w n , 
church steeples and historical tradition. 
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Summary 
Although we had two world wars and a severe depression 
during the first fifty years of t'1ifl centur y, our n'"'tio:n 
an_ co:mmunity has made great _progress. Th e introduction of 
the automobile grec..tly changed our Yvay of life5 T 1e :many 
social a ctivities sponsored by the town have slowly 
d i saj_)jeared for modern trEmsport c;tt:i.on has enable d the 
tov.rns)eo j!le to seek t heir entertainment elsewher e . 
Ele c tricity and town wa.ter- hc::..ve been i nstalled 
throughout the town. I n 1 938 ~d 1944 ~ew England suffered 
hurricanes which severely dr .... rna,ged the local &"pple crops. 
Duri ng t h e two wars, the townspeopl e served at home and 
abroad, directly and indirectly , in order to as su.re our 
nation of final victory. Although it is considered a 
residential or rural communi t yy Little ton has 'i i thin its 
boundaries severa.l businesse s whi ch offer empl.oyn ent 
op ortunities to its citizens. 
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Activ i ties 
1. News Reuort . As a reporter for the "Littleton 
Courant" wri te an arti cle. on the building of the Pc:mamc.. 
Canal, Trust-busting, or some other national event whi ch 
would interest the people of Littletone Pre t end that you 
are in ana.ma, Viashi ngton, etc ~ a.t t he time that the event 
takes place. 
2. Cartoon. Draw a cartoon which mir;ht have appeared 
i n a newspaper or magazine from 1905-1910 showin~ that the 
automobile coul d never replace the hors e. 
3. Le tter. As a ci ti zen of the town of Li t tleton 
Vlr i te a. letter to the s elec t men demanding that t'ley use 
eYery means poss i 'bl e to prevent Ccors from tra.v e lling 
through town at a n excess speed. 
4. Uodels. M:alce mo dels of t h e ear l y a.utoaobiles whi c!1 
travelled through Little ton during the early 1 900 's. 
Perhaps several boys woul d like to make an exhibition of 
the CE.rS. 
5. Interview. Interview a forme r member of the 
Lit t leton Improvement Society. Repor t your fi ndings t o 
the c lass. J3e able to state whether there is a need for 
the Society t oday_ 
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6o Editorial. 7/rite an editorial for the "Littleton 
Courant 11 demunding tha..t the townspeople take acti on agc.inst 
the hoboes ap~earing in tmn. 
7. Drama ., Write and present to the class a scene 
showing either (a) a c itizen meeting with the se lectmen or 
(b) a visit with Edith Nourse Rogers~ 
8. Visit. Make ar rangements for the class or a group 
to visit the pumping sta,tion off "v:Y11i tcomb Avenue. Take 
notes and be prepared to write a summary of your visit. 
9 .. Composition .. Writ e a composition comparing the 
type of entertainment offered in Littleton in 1905 with 
that of today .. 
10. Show. Some student s !!light wish to :present a 
scene showing a v isit to Littleton by t he Kickapoo Indians. 
11. Visit.. :Make arra.ngments for a visit to the 
Conant-Houghton Plant. Before you make this ~isit, plan 
to ask specific questions Vi hi le there, and report your 
f indings to the class. 
12. Discussion. Discuss the depression in the 1930's 
in Littleton and the United States.. Were the relief 
agencies of the F2RA and vri.?A an aid to the people? Justify 
the employment of men to count cars W'hich pass ed through 
the Com..mon. 
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13. Composition . Compare the contributions of your 
town with that of the nation in (a) World 1.-ar I and 
(b) ~orld War II. 
14.. Letter. Write to your older brother vilw is 
serving his country in World War II. Tell him what the 
town, school, organizations, etc. are doing to promote 
a victory. 
1 5. Visit. lo!ake ar r angements to visit t he Nashoba 
He a lth Center, and interview one of the health officers. 
Attempt to compare the health of Littleton with that of 
t he surrounding towns. Have some of the many functions of 
the association explained. 
16. Book Review.. Select a book which tells about 
the period you are studying . Present either an oral or 
written review that will interest your classmates in 
reading your selection. The "Pupil Bibliography" will 
aid you in your choice of books. 
17. There may be other projects you wish to do. 
Consult the teacher and receive her approva l before you 
go on .. 
CHAPT~~R YII 
LITTL::GTON 
A P.A.RT OF 1JA3SACHUSETTS , N:CY/ ENGL_.\_'NJ) 
AYD TIT:~ UNITED S'rJi.TES 
-
In the early days each family had a vegetable and 
f ruit cellar , a smoke house and a storage clo set stocked 
wi th pickl~d and salted foo ds. There was little that a 
fami ly needed that wa s not secured on their own farm , 
f or then , all f arms provided meat, vege t a.bles , dairy 
products, grain and materi als for making clothes . Near 
the clo s e of the nineteenth century there ce.me a change, 
for farm goods eould be purchased in the markets , and a 
greater percentage of our population began t o work in 
t he factorie s which had evolved. The factory wo r ker had 
little time for gardens or to prepare fo ods f or the 
winter, and so he began to depend upon the rur al com-
munities such as Lit tle ton f or his food supply. 
While Lowell, Waltham, Wor ces ter and Fitchburg 
developed in t o industrial coL~unities, Littleton and her 
fellow rural areas were busy expanding to meet their 
demands for fe.rm products. Although Litt l eton has 
depende d upon the ci ties of the na tion f or its industr"al 
-136-
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needs, they have depended upon her for their agricultural 
products. Milk and garden products are sent reeularly to 
Boston to be distributed throughout the Me.ssachusetts area, 
whi le apples grown in Li ttleton are sent throughout the 
United States. 
Su.mmer f inds Long Lake a, haven for the weary worker 
from the industrial a r eas of !lasse,chusetts. Cottages a.re 
built and rented by those who find Littleton an ideal 
vacation spot. Tourists can be seen stopping in Littleton 
uhile enjoying their journeys through New England5 Many 
pause to enjoy the beauty of this New England community · 
and to visit i ts hiatorica,l monuments. 
Located near Fort Devens, Littleton has played an 
important role in our national affairs. It has served as 
an area for housing the families of the many men in uniform 
stationed at the fort.. Its fields have a.t times been used 
for war games, and over its roads have passed many army 
convoys tr~welline; betvveen Boston and i'..,yer. 
·vvhenever neces sa.ry , Little ton has given its sons and 
daughters to our armed forces and has s ent many of its 
ch ildren t hroughout the nation to h elp develop the expanding 
American fronti er. Whenever called upon, it has increased 
its farm production to meet the needs of our nation and the 
world. Littleton and communities similar to it are necessary 
to our state, reg ion and nation if this nation is to con t i nue 
to be a wor ld leader. 
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Activities 
1. Exhibit. Collect old books, pictures, etc., 
which members of the clas s may possess and exhibit them. 
Be prepared to explain their place in the history of your 
town and nation. 
2. GraQh. Construct a graph showing the vote in 
Littleton with that of the nation in national elections. 
3. Iiap. Make an agricultural map of Littleton. 
Make a map of the nation, a.nd be able to compare the two . 
4. Exhibit.. Prepare an exhibition of the agricultural 
and industrial products of Littleton. 
5. Research. Compile stories of people, places, and 
events not mentioned in this history of Littleton. 
6. Chart. Make a chart showing your representatives 
in our national government, state government and local 
government .. 
7. Mc:q~.. :Ma.ke a map shovving tra.nsportation routes 
through Littleton, connecti ng with important routes of our 
nation. 
s. MaQ. Make a map s howing areas where Littleton men 
served in World War I and II. 
9. Model. Make a model of Littleton showing how you 
think it will look in twenty- five years. 
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10. Map. Construct a. map of Littleton shoVTing its 
important historical buildings, churches, events, etc. 
Make this map similar to tourist maps you have seen. 
11. 'Exhibit. At the completion of the course prepare 
an exhibition of the best projects. Invite your fellow 
pupils and their parents to view your exhibition. 
PUPI L B IBL I OGP ii.PrY 
I'he f ollowi ng books me-.~ - be obtr-. ined at the n euben 
Hoar Library in Li t tl eton. 
1. Bat chelder, Racer, Camp :Devens .. Gmal l , Maynard and 
Com~any, Bo s ton~ 191 8 . 
2. :Ja.wson, 3arall, A Co nfe derHte Girl' s Di a r y. Houghton 
iiiiffl i n CoJ11pa.ny, Boston, 1 91 3 . 
3.. Fisher , Sy dn ey, Men, Vfome12~P. 1-~anners i n Colo·_ial 
Times. J. E~ Li p:£J i ncott Company, Philade phi a , 
1898 .. 
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4. Harwood, Herbert J~ , _ n Hi stori c f~l Ske tch of the Town 
of Li tt l eton.. Publi she d y the Author , 18 7. 
5 ~ "l'.:Tf'.r l e , .Annie R., The -.!omen WJ:1o Ca.me in the Ma yf l mier . 
Pi lgr i m l re s s, Bost on , 1 920 . 
Jlfoor e , :M., Pi l gr i rts and Pur i tans - The Story o 
of Plymouth and Bos ton. Gi nn and Conpany, 
1838 . 
.,...,.., t' . 1:- J.. f':.n 1ng 
aston, 
7. Mors e , Fr cmk P. (Chairman ) , The Ter centenary of 
l~ass achus et t s Ba\r Colony ~ Th e Connnonweal t h of 
Ifussachuse tt s~ Boston, 1 930 ~ 
8. Patton, George s. , Vlar as I Knew I_ t .. Houghton J.riffli n 
Company , Bos t on, 1947. 
9. Pumph r ey , 1iiargaret B. , Stor i es of t he Pi l g r i ms . !tand 
J:.~c1 a lly and Compa ny , Chi c c:.go, 1 91 0 .. 
1 0 . Putn ey, ' /al t er K., Te.:.wn. - ·vmrk in Coloni B.l Days . \1 . _t,. •:,'ilde 
Company , Boston , 1 938. 
1 1 . ?yle, Erni e~ Here i s Your War. Henr y Holt and Company, 
~Tew York, 1943. 
1 2 . Ri ddl e, Albe r t . G~, Re c olle c tions of War Ti mes . Putman ' s 
Sons, New Yo r k, 1895. 
1 3. Scudder, Towns end, Con c ord: Ame r ica n Tovm. Li tt l e, 
Erown a n d Company , Boston, 1947. 
14.. Sears, Clara Endicott, The GreB.t Powwow. Houghton 
Miff lin Company, Boston, 1934. 
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15e Seyrnour, Flora W., We Ca.11 Them Indians. D. Appleton -
Century Company, sew York, 1940~ 
16. Starr, Fr ederick, American I ndic:ms. D .. C ~ He a th and 
Company, Boston, 1901. 
17. United Sta.t es Navy, Battle Stations ! Wil liar'l H ~ Tfise 
and Company , Inc~ , New York, 1946. 
18 . Usher, Roland G., Story of the Pi lgr i ms for Children . 
The Ma.cmi1 l an Company , }Tew York, 1919. 
19. \Tni te, W., L. , They Were Expendable. Harcourt, Brace 
and Company , l'Tev1 York, 1942. 
20. Wi lliams, Herschel :; Yo um<j People's Story of Massachusetts. 
Do dd, Mead and Company, New York , 1916. 
21 . ~i llison, George F. , Saint s and Strangers. Reynal and 
Hitchcock, New York, 1945 . 
22. ·Ni l son , Dani e1 M. , vrnere .American Independence Began. 
Houghton Mifflin and Company, Boston , 1904 . 
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